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Work Starts Next Week, To Be Finished In Ten
Days—Then Good-Bye To “Burma Road”
Mayor

Veazie

announced

this

that, barring imforseen
developments, work will start on the
i epaving or Main street early next
m tiling

i WAG El

week.

The John MPfhan Sons Ccmpany
<r Clark Island has made a survey
cf the area tc be paved and has
.submitted figures in the vicinity of
$70 3 tc repave the center section of
Main street, once occupied by the
Street Railway tracks, past Ran
kin block, and to a point opposite
Willcw street, and from a point
opposite Chisholm’s Spa to the
Gen. Berry engine house. The sec
tion from Willow street to Chis
holm’s Spa is in gcod condition and
f r the sake of economy will be left
for one mere year before being re
paved.
'I’he work will be done with new
blocks which will be laid by expert
paving layers brought here by the
Meehan firm and will be a first class
job when completed -about 10 days
from the lime the work is started.
A careful survey cf the old paving
blocks, which the city has cn hand,
by paving experts has shown that
the blocks have been cut in half
cnce and relaid. This condition
would not allow the economical re
laying of the pld block and would
not give a gocd surface to the fini li^l Job which would cost nearly
as much as the ufle of new blcck.
A decision had to be reached this
uu rning on the purchase. of the
ble 'ks a.s the scale of prices which
has been in effect for the past

I i

from PtiUaaelpIna Rxu-d.

INORTH WALDOBORO
Katharyn Hiltdrbrant, who

the Winter in various parts
lew York, is now at her home,
:
Parm”, where she w u
pre for her usual quota Of Sum-

It

I guests.

■d Lilly of Hallowell was a
lr Sunday at Chester Duncan’s.
| Lilly is a brother of Charles
Jr. late of Waldcboro who
I
ed in World War No. 1.
■
have recently been
Uled in the homes cf Victor
meimer and Everett Shuman,
ps Sad p Davis, who passed the
ter m Waldoboro village, has
rned to her Summer home here.
| ley Mank was at home over
lav but has returned to Holden
le he is employed operating a
In hovel. He reports the reads
ferv bad condition in that vi-

year at the granite quarries ends
with the close of business today
The adjustment of a new price scale
cculd hold up the work for three
weeks.
Mayor Veazie contacted the ma
jority of the aldermen this mern
ing and received favorable reactions
from all whom he was able to reach,
so barring any unexpected action,
the work should start within a mat
ter of a few days and within two
weeks the work should be complete 1.

[EDITORIAL]
The Republican State Convention meets
THE G. O. P. in Portland City Hall tomorrow afternoon,
STATE
with a program so replete with good things
CONVENTION that it will require two days to run them off.
The convention may be the largest the
Grand Old Party has ever held, and likewise it might be the
best, but for the fact that the nonsensical Primary system long
ago robbed the delegates of the most interesting feature of
such gatherings—the nomination of candidates. Our memory
harks back to the year when the late Gov. William T. Cobb
received his first nomination at Bangor—three candidates,
seven brass bands, able oratory and everything that gives zest
to a political convention. Today the delegates go perfunc
torily to the scene of action, with nothing more exciting to
attract their attention than the election of county committee
men and the keynote speech. They go because they have
been elected delegates, because they are not averse to having a
day off, and because they have an opportunity to meet or
renew acquaintance with the party statesmen. Yes, they
are going to have two big days in Portland and will come
home all pepped up for the Primary and the State elections.

Student nurse Ann Baker of the
Knox Hospital has gone to Lewis
ton for three months' affiliation
with the Central Maine General
Hospital.

In closing his Gettysburg ad
dress, Lincoln called on his hear
ers to highly resolve ‘‘that this
nation under God shall have a
new birth ol freedom and that
government of the people, by the
people and for the people shall
not perish from the earth.”
In these days, as in Lincoln’s
time, popular government is in
peril. We have need, therefore,
to highly resolve that this nation
under God shall once again ex
perience a new birth of freedom.
To that end we exhort our fellow
citizens to draw near unto God,
ln coining weeks, by repairing to
their several places of worship in
ever increasing numbers. Religion
is the foundation of democratic
government.
23-41

War interest the past week has cen
tered quite largely upon the efforts of Sir
6tafford Cripps to win over the dissatisfied
WITH
peoples of India, even while the Axis powers
INDIA
were at that country's very doors awaiting
the moment of invasion. The problem presented by India Ls
one which very few Americans have the power to compre
hend. Discontent with British rule, and the desire to be
independent are readily understood, but it must be borne in
mind that the great Asiatic sub-continent has a population
of nearly 400,000,000, not divided into two great political
parties as we are here in America, but by members of many
religious sects which have not seen eye to eye on questions
of governmental policy. There are for instance 77,000,000
Mloslems who must be pacified, because they provide the bulk
of India’s present army, and who would most certainly revolt
against any arrangement which make them play second fiddle
to the Hindus, even though the latter have numerical su
periority. Yesterday the plans advanced by Sir Stafford
Cripps seemed in a fair way to appease the malcontents and
weld them into a great and sorely-needed defense unit; today
the plans may go awry, and a united enemy may begin pound
ing at a disunited country. Wars are often won by diplomacy
and it Ls up to all of us to pray that this one may be.

ARGUING

baptism w ll take place at the
Iiodist church Easter Sunday,
rial music will be furnished by
loi 'hcstra. All features of the
pam will be appropriate for the
nation of the day.
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worth while, every
will be made to procure an

This is offensive war.
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FAD COLD?

DRESSES

try 3-purpose Va-tro-nol up each
Itril It (I) shrinks swollen mon
ks, (2) soothes irritation, and (3)
r>s clear cold-clogged xstLXa
lil passages. Foi- * -'/TA
I the complete di-

(tions in folder. VATRONOL

Arriving Daily
For Your Approval

Moderately Priced
on

16 School Street
Rockland

•

Maine

Blackout Rules, Wards 5-6
April 2
Thursday

,•

8.00 P. M. TO 8.30 P. M.
All lights are to be extinguished at 8 o’clock
giving the Air Raid Wardens opportunity to
Check for Blackout.
THERE WILL BE NO
ALARM.

V/e are asking every building south of and
including the south side of Park street to the
Owl's Head line to BLACKOUT COMPLETELY.

GOOD CARS—
GOOD CONDITION

1
GOOD
VALUES

All stores and business houses are included.
All automobiles are asked to observe the
rules for motor cars during blackouts already

published.
It is not our intention to cause any unneces
sary hardships for anyone.

CONVENIENT

ALL WE ASK IS CO-OPERATION!

TERMS

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED BEAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS

ILL’S GARAGE
OMASTON, ME.

!R’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.

While much less

than the large-scale invasion of France
OFFENSIVE which the Russians would like to see, it Ls
WAR
definitely something to worry the Nazis.
Coupled with the raid at Bruneval a short
time ago it serves notice on Berlin tliat every inch of the
coasts of France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Norway must
be guarded night and day by sufficient forces to prevent a
British or British-American landing. It indicates that the
forces which have been gathered in Britain in the last year
will not be asked just to sit and wait for “Jerry.”
The fact that a fresh contingent of Canadian troops
landed in England only last week—instead of going to India
or the Near East—is some reason for believing that United
Nations strategy now looks on the British Isles as an offensive
base. For two years the British have had to wonder where
Hitler might strike. Now they can cause Hitler to do some
wondering. Should they increase these raids and combine
them with the bombing of Nazi communications, something
like a Western front will appear. Axis forces will have to be
called back or withheld from the drive on Russia. From that
standpoint every offensive move, even though costly, even
should its objectives not be completely attained, Ls a success.
—Christian Science Monitor.
THIS IS

Iructor.

»
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Associate Editor, MRS WILLIAM O F’UTJ.'RR
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 188*2. Tiie Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
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Wards 5 and 6 will hold the first their appointed posts as for a reg
test blackout hi Rockland Thurs ular alarm but will not function.
Harold Whitehill. city clialrman of
day night from 8 to 8.30 p. m.
This will be a total blackout with j the first aid units, will be in direct
the exception of the street lights, charge of both units.
One labor squad will be called out
and all persons must comply witli
and report at its assigned post,
tiie blackout laws as issued from which Ls Stanley’s Garage on
the office of the Governor and South Main street. The members
which have been publLshed in The will report only and will not be re
Courier-Gazette in the past, at quired to go into action.
Henry
which time , all persons were urged deRoehemont is in command
of
i
to clip out the rules and save for this group, Laurence Perry being
just such a time as this.
the city chairman for this group of
The wardens of the two wards defense workers.
will gather at their respective posts A squad of the transportation
and will be sent out to their assign unit will report to chairman Fred
ed sectors not later than 7.46 so Linnekin at the Waldoboro Garage
that all will be in readiness at tiie and will be ready for duty during
appointed hour.
the blackout period.
There will be no blackout signal Fire Chief Van E. Russell will
of any sert given due to the fact! send a unit of the fire department
that the signal would be heard in into the section as would be the
other sections of the city and might case in time of a regular attack.
cause confusion among persons The auxiliary police force, under
who would be led to believe that, a direction of Chief of Police
real blackout was on. and an at Laurence K Mansfield, will close
tack about to take place.
off all street junctions from South
The wardens will take their posts Main and Park streets into the two
and the persons and store owners wards and will patrol the area as
in the sections between the south they would the entire city in case
side of Park street and the Owls of an attack.
Head line are expected to black
Traffic from Owls Head will be
out tiieir homes promptly at 8 allowed through way north on
o’clock. The area covers all of South Main street and both east
wards 5 and 6.
and west on Park street. Under no
No one is exempted from com circumstances may the operator of
plying with the blackout and the a car deviate from these two direct
wardens will report any infrac routes. Entrance into the wards
tions of the rules.
from these two rcutes will not be
Pest headquarters for Ward 5 permitted and the auxiliary police
are in the basement of the Pur will guard each junction.
chase street schoolhouse and for
A squad of Boy Scouts will be
Ward 6. at the Shell filling station stationed at both ward pests to act
at the junction cf Crescent and as messengers. The Scouts are
South Main streets. Chief war now taking the chemical warfare
dens John Luke and Harcld Mar course and have taken the regular
shall will be in direct charge of Sccut first aid instruction to fit
their forces.
them for this work.
The disaster units under William
All persons living in these two
J. Sullivan will have squads posted wards, or who will be in the wards
at both ward headquarters. A during the period from 8 to 8.30
first aid squad under Lucien o’clock, Tliursday night, are re
Green, Jr. will be at the Ward 5 minded that the regulations apply
post and a group in charge r-f ing to all blackouts are in fcrce
Merle Hutchinson will be stationed and that there are severe penalties
in Ward 6. They will gather at lor infractions.

THE FINAL TOWN MEETINGS
Thomaston Restores Wages of Teachers—New
Selectmen In South Thomaston

*

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
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relief projects were allotted $500
and will be under the same jurisdic
tion as last year—a committee of
seven who will work lyith and advise
the selectmen relative to the type
of work desirable.
A ILst of the important proposed
expenditures is here given: Salaries
tewn officers, $3544.04; commissions
and fees of tax collector and other
town officers, $1100; town expense,
general office, audit, etc., $2000;
night police officer, $1000; hydrant
rental, $2900; Fire Department,

ISSUE

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 39.

The Black Cat
■ - ------ . • ' 1

For Wards 5 and 6 Thursday Night—Rubber
neck Cars Not Permitted To Enter

THOMASTON
Schools received considerable at
tention at the Thomaston town
The American and Australian air forced
meeting yesterday, the school com
MORNING’S now hold local superiority over both New
mittee being the sole office fcr
NEWS IN A Guinea and New Britain above Australia,
which there was any contest. Lilia
NUTSHELL air minister A. S. Drakeford declared yes
B. lElllot whose term expired this
terday in a general improvement in the
year, was re-elected by a vote of
position of the defenders of this continent.
73 to 53 cast for Forest W. Stone.
The Germans claimed destruction of a Murmansk-bound
Restoration cf a 10”7 cut in salary
transport laden with American-made tanks and munitions
which the teachers accepted about
yesterday at a cost of a Nazi destroyer sunk in a convoy
10 years ago was brought about by
attack which may have been the first big-scale sea and air
amendnjent to the bulget recom
battle for command of the Allied far northern route to Russia.
mendation. The suggested amount
Fierce counter attacks by Chinese forces holding on at
cf $17,440 was raised to $18,456 with
Toungoo and battling at bayonet point for the road to Man
the stipulation that $1016 of this
dalay appeared last night to have smashed Japanese efforts
sum be used for salary increase to
to deal first with the Chinese at the eastern flank of the Burma
the nine grade school teachers and
line and then turn upon the British along the Irawaddy,
High School teachers excepting the
principal and manual training in
The Entered Apprentice degree structor. The remainder of the ap
Week-end fares at the fish wharf
of F. J. O’Hara Sons Company, were, will be conferred upon two candi propriation will be used fcr fuel,
the Iva M., 58,000; Dorothy M., 7000 dates by Aurora Lodge, F.A.M. at light, water, janitor, conveyance,
7 30 Wednesday night.
and the Helen Mae, 23,000.
text books and supplies.
Salaries of the assessors was also
raised to equal that cf the select
men and overseers of the poor, $225.
The vote on this article was 25 to 5.
Richard O. Elliot served in his
customary capacity as moderator
and Enoch M. Clark, as clerk. The
term of Chester A. Smalley, assessor,
expired this year and J. Warren Ev
erett was elected his successor. Earle
Coates replaces Dr. B. H. Keller as
overseer of the poor for a like rea
son. Rodney E. Jordan was voted in
again as selectman; also Frances A.
Shaw as treasurer.
The warrant moved along smooth
ly with only a few variations from
Let’s ftll our Churches with flowers. Let’s
the action recommended.
Total appropriations are $409.20
take our lilies home from the Florist’s early,
more
than last year.
watch them open, take them to church, get
Several articles were relegated
their full value—for lilies are scarce this year.
to the “indefinitely postponed” list,
Let’s get other plants, too, Cinerarias, Tulips,
chief of these discards being three
Roses, Violets, Hydrangeas, Azaleas,
Let’s
street lights, repair of Branch
send them to the shut-in, the sick, the lonely,
Brook road, sidewalk on south side
of
Main street leading eastedly from
, the Mothers of our Soldiers. Let’s revel in
Gillchrest
street, highway truck,
Flowers, for Flowers are “God’s Own Messen
white pine blLster and advertising of
gers.” Let’s make this Easter lovely!
natural resources.
It was voted to pay all bills con
tracted or approved on account of
contagious diseases. Favorable ac
371 MAIM ST.
tion was also granted for the pur
TELEPHONE 318-W,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
chase of a woodlot and $300 was
raised for this purpose, provided the
38-40
wpod lot is in Thomaston. Work

LETS MAKE
THIS EASTER LOVELY

•

TUESDAY

*

(By The Roving Reporter)

Arthur Sullivan has loaned me a | which attracts my special Interest
photograph showing the U.R.K. of because oi the report presented
P. minstrel parade as it came to a by the superintendent of the house
halt Christmas Day, 1908, in front ' staff, Elmer E. Matthews, formerly
of the Thorndike Hotel, where all of Rockport. Some Idea of the size
minstrel parades have stopped since of the Wilkes-Barre Hospital may
that structure was built. Much to be obtained from the fact that
my disappointment our artLst was the total number of patients adunable to reproduce it for the paper. 1 mitted from June 1, 1939 to June
The parade was led by the late Wal 1, 1940, was 8728. “For your in
ter M. Tapley and the late Charles formation,” write Supt. Matthews
W. Halstead, or perhaps I should “I might state that my 25 years of
say by the omnipresent Charlie being connected with the WilkesWard, who was known to almost Barre General Hospital have been
everybody in Rockland at that time. most pleasant, and I have never
He bore the banner. A poster 6 feet had any reason to feel otherwise
'long and 3 feet wide, printed on than that the community has been
The Courier-Gazette press, adver 100 per cent behind our institution.
tised the event, and I note on it 1 have found that hospital work
that some of the attractions were: means more than financial gain,
John Dan Shephard, comedian; due to the fact that it affords one
Fish & Wells, music; Shepherd & an opportunity to render service
Halstead, military clog; Keep & for the relieving of suffering of the
Richards, expert club swinging; sick and injured as well as doing,
Arthur Sullivan sweet singer and oftentimes for those that are less
fortunate than ourselves.”
clog dancer.

Song sparrows ltave arrived, and
that’s a matter for optimism. Saw
my first one cn March 19. That’s
early, according to my personal ex
perience, for this part of Maine.
Neighbor Dyer informed me he’d
seen a lew several days in advance
cf that. Last year, when I was ln
Aroostook Co-unty, I didn’t get a
Song Sparrow until April 12. On
March ID last year, however I got
a visitor at my feeding station that
I wouldn’^ have swapped for any
number of Seng Sparrows—an
Acadian Chickadee. He stayed for
several weeks and became the
friendliest of all my Chickadees,
though perhaps a bit more nervous
acting on the whole, than the
Black-caps —Manley Grindle in The
Prominent in the parade picture Bangor News.
is Dr. H. B. (Blue) Eaton arrayed
in his gorgeous drum major uni
Stocks of tires in the hands of
form. He officiated in that capa distributors Jan. 1, totaled 6,502,000
city for many bther parades, and units according to the Department
was well known for his witty, good of Commerce. Another thing the
humored' ways, along with his med motorists wculd like to know is how
ical skill.
long the tires now in use will last
At the time the ab:ve parade took
place two cf Main street’s business
blocks had not undergone their re
modeling. The block opposite the
Thorndike Hotel, new owned by
Senter (Trane, was still a three-story'
structure with, an ornamental fa
cade. On the ground floor were
Scott’s Tea Store. A. J. Huston,
books and stationery-; and W. J.
Coakley, druggist. The second floor
was devoted to offices, among them
the office of D. N. Mortland, attor
ney, while the third floor was used
by the Rockland Commercial Col
lege. Next north on the opposite
side of School street, stood the Odd
Fellows block, then a three-story
structure.

From the of.ice of Representa
Arrival of strawberries and as
tive Margaret Chase Smith, comes paragus in the markets, even at
a formidable document known as present prices, proves that Spring
“Climate and the Man.” It is the has started its northward march.—
1941 year book of the U. S. Depart Ed Pointer in the Boston Globe.
ment of Agriculture. As it con
What! Boston just getting straw
tains 1048 pages, mostly fine type, berries?
$1730; Volunteer Fire Companies, I hope Mrs. Smith will forgive me
$750; purchase of fire engine, $1000; if I do not read it immediately. I
One year ago: Frank Magee a
Civilian Defense $500.
do appreciate her courtesy and will Camden High School student was
Roads and bridges, $2000; bitumi refer it to my rural friend, A. Jay killed in an automobile crash in
nous surface, $1800; Winter and See of Union.
Northport, and his mother, Mr.s.
Spring roads, $2000; State Aid road
Marjorie Anderson had a frac
When I was a lad. and used to tured skull.—Dennison BaTrett, 49
construction, $1506; repairs and con
sneak
across my father's pasture and Leroy A. Clark, 48, long em
struction cf sidewalks, $1000; sncw
to
see
the
trains come in, the loco ployed as prison guards, diedi the
removal, $750;
manual training
motives
which
drew them over the same day.—Among the deaths:
course and supplies, $600; support
Knox
&
Lincoln
Railroad burned i Camden, George N. Crane, 90; Los
of poor, $5000; dependent children,
$600; Public Library, $700; ceme wood, and it was stored in a long Angeles, Orissa M. widow of
tery, $600; repairs and mainten shed at the old depot. It may in Charles E. Havener, 86; Warren,
terest some readers to know that Marilla F. Copeland, 83.
ance Watts block, $500.
• • • •
several railroads in ,the South get
SOUTH THOMASTON
their motive power in that man
G. Clifford Putnam served as ner. In the days of which I
moderator of the South Thomaston speak a freight train over this di
town meeting yesterday. Under his vision seldom contained more than
direction the election of the follow nine cars, including the caboose.
ing town officers was carried out:
There has come to my desk the
Town clerk, Eugene F. Harrington;
selectmen. W. H. Bragg, George 67th annual report of the WilkesSnow and George Fantcm; treas Barre (Pa.) General Hospital.
weir mm wnos mou
urer and taxi collector; Randall Hop
kiii «mit
kins; member of the schcol commit made for the purchase cf three
tee for three years, Mrs. Mildred suction pipes with strainer and hyd
rant connections and a committee
Harjula.
The present board of selectmen chosen to confer with the Rockland
succeeds the old board which was Fire Department on the matter.
The truly generous is the truly
composed of Sidney O. Hurd (de Permission was given to make a wise; And he who loves not others,
ceased) to whom the town- showed loan of $200 in excess of the original lives unblest.—Horace
its appreciation cf long years of $150 if needed to complete the work.
Article 52, which covered funds
capable service by the publication
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
of a resolution in the town report; for Civilian Defense, was passed
Allard S. Pierce and Andrew J. over.
have made a rule to read *oo_
Article 49 was a recommendation would
Anderson.
poetry and listen to some music at
The total appropriation was $10,- by the budget committee that the least once a week. Tbe loee of theat
ls a lose of happiness.—Chaflaa
357.50 or about $500 less than that two schools of the town be con tastes
Darwin
solidated. The article was passed
of 1941.
THE PRAYER OF A SAINT
The sum of $150 was raised for over and the schools remain the
Be
Thou
my 8un. my selfishness de
the construction of a suitable devise same.
stroy.
to allow the pumpers of the Rock Other articles covered appropria Thy atmosphere of love be all my Joy;
be my sunshine ever
land Fire Department to pump from tions fo rhe maintenance of town Thy presence
bright.
tbe little mote that Uvea . . •
the Wessaweskeag River at the roads and State aid roads and other My sou)
but in Thy light!
memorial bridge. Provisions were various town affairs.
—Gerhard Tnvteagea
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Our Senior Senator

WARDS 5 AND 6 THURSDAY NIGHT Wallace H. White, Jr., One of

The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

Trust ye in the Lord for ever:
for in the Lord Jehovah is ever
lasting strength.—Is. 26:4.

With The Sportsmen
Indications Point To Early
Fishing Season—Track
ing the Poachers

Latest reports from Sebago Lake
Indicate that recent cold weather
has delayed the departure of the ice
for at least a few days and veteran
guides are now predicting fishing
over the week-end of April 4th in
stead of on the 1st.
—
A check-up of warden super
visors at the State House today to
conduct examinations for candidates
for similar pests, revealed that the
Ice situation was highly favorable
In all parts of the state and that
the fishing would be fully underway
earlier than usual.
The Bangor Atlantic salmon pool
opens tomorrow but water conditions
are none too favorable according to
Bea and Shore Warden Lester Stubbs
who polices that area. No word has
been received from the Dennys and
other Washington county streams.
More and more the Pish and Game
Department’s patrol plane is be
coming an important part of the
conservation and propagation effort.
Pilot Bill Turgeon just back frem a
patrol of the north country tells of
two instances in which poachers
were run down in an unconventional
manner.
While flying over an
isolated area he saw signs of beaver
trappers on closed territory. After
landing to secure evidence, Turgeon
noticed snowshoe tracks barely
visible through a light, fresh
snow. Taking to the air, it was an
easy matter to follow thhe tracks
which led to a cabin several miles
away. Shortly wardens were notified
andi the poachers taken to court.
On another occasion Turgeon
noticed the body of a deer laying in
a snow covered open field. Landing
with difficulty, he found that the
animal had been slaughtered by a
dog. Prom the air it was not dif
ficult to follow the tracks of the
canine which led to a farmhouse.
The rest was easy.
Turgeon reports that beaver trap
pers and especially those who oper
ate by plane have had a good season.
One got 162 pelts while another has
over 100. With these averaging close
to $30 each in the market, the men
have a lot of cash to show for their
work.
Speaking cf beaver, Research
director Joe Stickney and his crew
have pretty good proof that bobcats
kill those valuable animals as well
as deer. Analysis of thf stomach
contents of a cat killed toy the war
dens the other day unmistakably
showed that the wild feline had been
making a meal on a large beaver.
—By Dick Reed

There’s a big change
in maps these days
Here, stand with hs near our
hat mirrors and you’ll see the
hind of maps we mean.
See this chap approaching with
an expression as blank as a des
ert? Now, watch the change in
his ,'map” as the tonic of that
new hat goes to work.
It’s time to show the world that
you’re still alive and are out to
WIN.

SPRING HATS
Stetson, $7.50, $8.50
Stetson,

Tuesday-Friday
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$7.50, $8:50

Mallory, 5.00,6.00,7.50

4.00

Wilson,

And Others at
$2.95
■
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the Best Versed Men In
Washington Statecraft
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a m. to 8 30 p m.

• • • •
“Books are friends who never
quarrel, never complain, and never
false, who come from far ages and
old lands and talk with us when we
wish to hear them, and are silent
when we are weary."—Carlyle.
Take pride in your library lawn!
On page one cf this Issue appear the Blackout Rules for the Ward 5-6
Please keep off the grass. Thought experiment.
8.00 to 8.30 p. m., Thursday night, April 2. All places of busi
less citizens, not all of school age, ness and hemes are affected. Automobiles should follow the blackout
insist on cutting across the soft rules for meter cars already published.
ground and making paths. Remem
ber that money spent on repa rs
takes away from the purchase of
books.
» A loss to the literary world is the
death of Rachel Field. Miss Field
will We remembered as the author
of "Hitty,” “All This and Heaven
■
Too,” and many other best sellers.
She passed away March 15 at her
A department devoted to news items concerning these
home in Beverley Hills, Calif.
patriotic organizations
A few of the newer books added to
1
♦
the library shelves:
Dragon Seed, by Pearl Buck.
The second group of Home Nurs- j Carl Hunt, acting manager of the
In her ftrst novel of China in ing classes have been started with Eastern Area of the American Red
three years, Pearl Buck writes once Miss Lillian Nash, R. N., and Mrs. Cross to chapter chairmen and
more in the mood of “Good Earth’’ Crystal Butman. R. N., as instruc chairman of the Volunteer Special
and “Tiie Mother.” Like them. tors. Miss Nash’s class, which meets Service on the subject of Registra
Dragon Seed deals with plain peo Tuesday and Friday nights, has the tion of Red Cross Volunteers 'kith
ple living close to the soil of China, following enrollment: Mrs. Evelyn the Offlce of Civilian Defense leads
with Ling Tan, who would not leave Cameron, Mrs. Jean Chisholm, Mrs. as follows: The registration of mem
his land to the invader; his bold Bessie Church, Mrs. France^ BicK- bers of the Volunteer Special Serv
sons, the lovely and wilful Jade; nell, Mrs. Dorothy B'rd, Mrs. Ruth ices with local Civilian Defense
guerrillas, traitors, rulers, and the Bird, Mrs. Catherine Blethen, Mrs. Volunteer Offices has been under
ruled but unruly patriots of a great Ethel Burgess, Mrs Helen Jackson, discussion for some time with the
race. It is a story of heroic families Miss Joyce Johnson, Mrs. Carla Office of Civilian Defense. On the
who, in spite of invasion, looting and Kirk. 'Miss Sadie Marcus, Miss Mar basis of incomplete conversations
oppression refuse to be driven from garet Nutt, Mrs Ella Perry, Mrs. there was published in The Volun
their homes and their lands. One Marguerite Perry, Mrs. Florencia teer for March, 1942, on page five,
of Pearl Buck’s best stories.
Roach, Mrs. Deris Scarlott, Mrs. an arrangement that has now been
Doris Sleeper, Mrs. Dorethy Stev superseded. Please advise all con
Columbus, by Rafael Sabatina.
The story of the court of Ferdi ens, Mrs Jennie Weymouth, and cerned of the following changes in
nand and Isabella in the days when Mrs. Edith Tanguay. Mrs. Butman's policy.
Columbus came seeking a sponsor class meets Monday and Wednesday
1. All members of the Volunteer
in search for a new route west to evenings and is made up of Mrs. Special Services of the American
the Indies. In Christopher Colum Marion Cash, Mrs. Evelyn Cates, Red Cross should register with the
bus, Sabatini has found an ideal Mirs. Virginia Chatto, Mrs. Lillian local Civilian Defense Volunteer
hero, a man of vision, personality Coid. Mrs. Rita Colburn, Mrs. Edna Office.
and courage; and in the tale of his Griffen, Mrs. Lillian Lord, Mrs.
2. Civilian Defense Volunteer
passion for Beatriz, a beautiful gyp Virginia Lord, Mrs. Mae Gray, Mrs. Offices should reg ster Red Cross
sy dancer, the author has created Christine Dorman, Mrs. Gladys personnel on cards plainly marked
a colorful and romantic love story. Prescott, Mrs. Hilma Storer, Mrs. to show these registrants are en
This is one of Sabatini’s best stories. Jessie Ulmer, Miss Marion Wallace, rolled in the Red Cross. Nurses’
Mrs. Mary Winslow. Mrs. Bessie Aids, Canteen Corps, Motor Corps,
Pied Piper, by Nevil Shute.
The moving, heart-warming story Norton and Miss Viola Joy.
Staff Assistants, Hospital and Rec
If any women who have signed tip reation Corps registrants are sub
of a 70-year-old Englishman. With
two English children and a little for Home Nursing wculd be willing ject to call for these purposes
French girl, he joins the panic- to enter an afternoon class, they are through their Red Cross organiza
stricken streams of refugees that requested to get in touch with Mis. tion only and not as individuals.
fill all roads to Paris. When finally H. P. Blodgett at once.
3. Volunteers applying to the
When the certificates from Na Red Cross for training, or service
they reach Brest, he has six children
in his care, as well as the girl his tional Red Cross have been received which the Red Cross is unable to
son had planned to marry. The by the chairman of the Rockland supply, will be referred to the Ci
blocking of his attempt to leave Branch there will be a get-tegether vilian Defense Volunteer Office.
France by the Gestapo, and the in Temple Hall of all those who have
4. Volunteer Offices will refer any
price exacted before he can sail ior completed) the Red Cross Home applicant who wishes to serve in
England and safety, climax a story Nursing classes. The time will be the Volunteer Special Services of
that is tender, human and gripping. announced later.
Mrs. Virgin a the Red Cross to the Red Cross for
Mission To Moscow, by Joseph E. Sweeney’s class has been given their training in that service.
Davies.
certificates but they will be invited
Nurses’ Aids as individuals may
to
be present on this occasion.
The State Department has given
be assigned to Emergency Medical
A communication from William Field Units and are subject to call
Mr. Davies, our former Ambassa
dor to Russia, unprecedented au
by the hospitals in which these units
thorization to release his confiden folds with all the fierce passion cf are organized. The method of op
tial dispatches regarding the Soviet the Elizabethian wcrld. A histori eration should be worked out by the
Union from 1936 to October, 1941. cal novel that is sure to be popular. Nurses’ Aid Committee and the
It is a report on the facts which
From the Land of Silent. People, local Chief of Emergency Medical
enabled Mr. Dayies to predict the by Rcbert St. John.
Service.
• • • •
outbreak of the war, the German
Robert St. John covered one of the
Eight new classes in first aid will
attack oa Russia and the amazing most heroic, most tragic phases of
resitinoe of the Red Army. A book the war, the campaign in the Bal be started this evening at tiie High
tl^at no American should miss.
kans, and he has written a reveal School building. These classes will
Dragon's Teeth, by Upton Sinclair ing personal account, of what he saw be taught, by principal Joseph E.
This new novel of the internation and experienced, the ruthless bomb Blaisdell. Raymond Bowden, Mrs.
al scene involves the further fate cf ing of Belgrade, the evacuation of Carol Jillson, Miss Marguerite desome of the characters who ap Greece by Empire troops, and the Rochemont. Miss Jeannette Stahl,
peared in “World’s End” and “Be terror and hardship imposed upon Miss Mary Brown, Miss Annie
tween Two Worlds.” This scene is the people of the Balkans by the Rhoades, Miss Ida Hughes, and J.
America and Europe and the story Stuka dive bombers.. A book of Wallace Pillsbury. There is an op
covers the years 1929 to 1934. facts, exciting and first rate re portunity for a few more to en
roll in these classes and anyone
Though Lanny Budd is again the porting.
interested please call Mrs. Eugene
main character, many actual figures
Lighter types of bcoks:
O'Neil
at once.
appear in its pages. A continua
Last Laugh, Mr. Moto, by John
tion of the author’s first two books. Marquand.
Along These Streets, by Struthers
Border Line, by Jackson Gregory.
Burt.
Ccrn In Egypt, by Warwick Deep
MAKE EVERY
After some fierce mental wrest ing.
lings, Felix Macalister, anthropolo
Gardenias For Sue, by Louise P.
PAY DAY
gist, left the jungles of Panama to Hauck
accept the family mansion and for
Alder Gulch, by Ernest Haycox.
The Kimball Colectlon, by Eliza
tune that awaited him in Philadel
phia, on condition that he live beth Corbett.
JOIN THE PAY-ROLL
Head of the Line, by Gladys Hasty
there. And, although he fell under
* SAVINGS PLAN *
the spell of the old town, there were Carroll f short stories).
Young Widow, by Clarlsa Cush
many things about it that both
Whooping cough may occur be
puzzled and alarmed him. especially man.
Body In the Library, bV Agatha tween the ages of one day and' 80
the young woman who began to play
years.
an important part in his life. Mr. Christie.
Burt apparently knows Philadelphia
and his story is sympathetic and en
tertaining.
Everyday Nursing In the Every
A light heart
day Home, by Elinor Nalin, R. N.
and Bessie Donaldso, R. N.
This book, because it offers a basic
You don’t care If
preparation for nursing for health in
You’re so glowingly
alive and crowded
the home through adolescence, skies are blue if your
with vitamins you*ve
walks
promises to serve an important part sweetheart
pushed him out But
with
you.
or.
if
rain
in the national emergency’ program.
we know pneumo
soak you
It is writen for those who do not should
nia germs Ue lat
through, you’d think
ent in most of us.
intend to study bhe subject profes that romantic, too.
If wet feet induce
sionally; and the authors have based
Probably the lit
colds we’re going te
their selection of material on their tle pneumococcus
see our physician
long experiences in private duty, hasn’t a chance.
about tt.
hospital, and public health nursing.
The Gay Oailliard.
The magnificent characters of
Margaret Irwin's new historical ro
mance are Mary, the 17-year-old
TEL. 378
bride of the French boy King, and
MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Bothwell. the Gay Oailliard, eight
years older. The tragic story of
Mary and Bothwell. is one or the
WHERE QUALITY AND ACCURACY PREVAIL
strangest dramas ia history and un-
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Maine's senior United States
Senator Wallace H. White, Jr.
gets a fine write-up in the March
issue cf the National Republican,
at the hands of the veteran press
correspondent
Lawrence Sulli
van. The story is here republished
in part:
Wallace White, a veteran of both
the House and Senate, is described
by his colleagues in Congress as
“that- warm-hearted fellow from
the North Country.” That is an
informal sort of “honorary degree”
con'erred upon the Senior Senator
from Maine by the old-timers,
Republicans and Democrats alike,
who have worked with him on legisative problems and national poli
cies since 1917. It is recognition
of White's practical, human ap
proach to problems cf public
concern.
Senator White is one of the few
men in Congress today who served
throughout World War I, having
been elected to the House in 1916.
His first term began on March 4,
1917, just about a month before
Woodrow Wilson asked for the
declaration of war. He served
continuously in the House until
March 1931, when he took his seat
in the Senate. His 25 years in Con
gress, following four years of sec
retarial experience in the Senate
when a young man, have equipped
Senator White with a background
of legislative training and diplo
matic experience unmatched on
Capitol Hill.
This experience has been recog
nized in his assignment to power
ful Senate committees which guide
the legislative program from day
to day. As a member of the Ap
propriations Committee, he is af
forded opportunity to examine
every charge of extravagance and
waste lodged against the adminis
trative departments. As a mem
ber of the important Committee on
Foreign Relations, he is in daily
contact with diplomatic develop
ments the world around. As a
member of the Committee on In
terstate Commerce, he is in a posi
tion to guide and temper federal
policies touching railroads, truck
ing, telegraph, telephone, radio
and a host of other problems aris
ing from commerce “among the
several states and with the Indian
tribes.” He is also a member of
the Committee on Patents. Prior
to 1940 he had served as a member
of the Civil Service Committee:
on Claims, on Education and La
bor, on Commerce, and—last but
not least from the standpoint of
.work involved—on the Committee
on Post Offices and Post Roads.
With some people, patriotism is
a holiday garb, to be taken out of
the moth balls on Washington’s
birthday and the Fourth of July.
With White, patriotism is an atti
tude of mind and being which ap
plies 365 days a year----- a profound
faith in the destiny cf Americaplus a quiet devotion to those ev
eryday, humdrum chores which
Kipling once described as “the
meaner damnabllities of life.”
Some patriots join the chorus of
“God Bless America." and call it a
day. Others sit up till midnight
to get the committee report into
the Government Printing Office in
time for next day's debate. Every
country of course, needis both
types—but when the going gets
tough, the warbling patriots always
find a narrowing market for their
wares, and the burners of the mid
night oil grow to their ful! stature
of responsibility and service.
An analysis of the record shows
that since he took his seat in Con
gress, Wallace White has intro
duced in the Senate and House
approximately 559 bills, resolutions
and amendments Although dur
ing much of his service he has been
a member of- the Minority Party, he
has nevertheless written and filed
for committees no less than 216 re
ports on pending legislation.
In his nearly 10 years of Senate
service prior to January 1941,
Senator White addressed the Sen
ate more than 385 times. Many of
these talks were but brief inter
rogations. tout others were extend
ed discussions of matters before
the Senate.
As a member of the House of
Representatives for seven terms
before advancing to the Senate,
White served on the Pension Com
mittee, the Committee on Re
vision of the Laws, the Committee
on Education, as Chairman of the
Woman's Suffrage Ocmmittee. as
a member of the Rules Committee.
During his entire House service he
was a member of the Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee of
which he was Chairman at the
time of his election to the Senate.
In addition, Senator White,
while a member of the House, was
appointed by the Speaker as Chair
man. of a Special Committee to in
vestigate the Shipping Board and
the Merchant Marine,
jn the

Senate he has served also, by ap
pointment of the Vice President,
on the Special Committee on the
Conservation and Utilization of
Aquatic Life, the Committee on
Conservation of Wildlife Resources,
the Committee to Investigate Re
ceiverships and Bankruptcy Pro
ceedings and the Administration
of Justice in United States Courts,
the Committee to investigate Air
Mail and Ocean Mail Contracts,
and the Temporary National Eco
nomic Committee, succeeding the
late Senator Borah on this last
committee. In 1938 he was also ap
pointed a member of the special
Senate committee established to
investigate campaign expenditures
and the allegd political manipula
tion of relief Iunds for campaign
purposes in certain states.
By appointment of the Vice
President. Senator White also
served on the George Rogers Clark
YOU GUESSED WRONG! HE’S IN THE INFANTRY—In
Sesquicentennial Commission and
modern warfare infantrymen fight with other arms than the tradi
more recently as a representative
tional rifle. This soldier operates a 37-millimeter gun and among
of the Senate on the United
hia comrades on foot are mechanics, cyclists, telephone operators,
States New York World's Fair
ski troopers, "walkie-talkie” radio men, parachute troops and air
Commission.
borne infantry. Off to each flank of infantry troops, mounted in a
In addition to these demands
speeding armored car or crouched behind his well-concealed weapon
upon his time and energies. White
at a road junction is the 37-millimeter gunner. Primarily, in mod
was appointed by President Cool
em warfare, he has but one target: enemy tanks and armored
idge as a United States delegate to
vehicles. His first shot must be a direct hit for armored vehicles
travel at a high rate of speed and a miss means precious seconds
the Pan American Electrical Communcatlons Conference in Mexico
lost
City in 1924; by the Secretary of
State as a United States delegate principally with the fisheries of the
to the International Telegraph ’ United' States, with problems of
I
'
Team Standing
Conference held In Paris in 1925; I our Merchant Marine and with doW. L.
I
by the Secretary of State as a ' mestic and international communi
..........
41'
25
Dodgers
member of the International Juri
cations by radio and by wire and Cubs
..........
37
23
dical Conference on Wireless Tel
..........
35
25
Tigers
..........
egraphy held at Geneva in 1927; by
Senators
........ .......... 33 27
truck.
He
has
had
a
substantial
President Coolidge as a United
.......... 23 25
States delegate to the Interna part in the drafting and passage of Indians
.......... 16 26
|
Red
Sox
.........
tional Radio Telegraphic Confer much of the legislation on these
.......... 15 27
!
Yankees
....
ence held in Washington in 1927; subjects in recent years.
.......... 16 38
Athletics
.......
Senator White attended the pub
by President Hoover as Chairman
Recent
high
scores
— K. Feyler
of the United States delegation to lic schools of Lewiston and gradu
509,
Starr
505,
Strout
506-502, An
the International Conference on ated from Bowdoin College. Both
derson
503,
(Lynch
500,
Lynch 125.
Safety of Life at Sea held in Lon Bowdoin College and Bates Col
Strout
125.
Andersen
124,
Strout
don in 1929; by the Secretary of lege have conferred upon him the
State as Chairman of the United honorary- degree of LL.D. A law 122, MacFarland 121.
Seasons records — Indians 2447,
States delegation to the Interna yer by profession, he is also a Ma
Indians-Senators
4772. Dodgers 530,
tional Technical Consulting Com son, a Shrlner. a Lion, an Odd
Young
583,
Vinal
139.
mittee on Radio Communications Fellow and a member of the
Alley
records
—
Senators 2442
held at Copenhagen in 1931; and Grange.
Dodgers-Senators
4727,
Cubs 514
Already advanced to 17th place
by President Roosevelt as Chair
Senators
514,
Stetson
565,
Stetson
man of the United States delega in the Senate’s seniority ranking.
tion to the International Commu Whte's re-election in 1942 will 138
Lynch 541, P2quin 506. total 1C47
nications Conference held In Cairo place him well up toward the top
Elliot 452, Anderson 518, total
in 1928. Three Presidents and two cf the list during his next term—a
970.
Secretaries of State have called distinction which adds unmeasured
authority and influence to his
him to these tasks.
His work as Chairman of the name as a spokesman for Maine in
For Victory...
American delegation at this most ' the highest councils of the nation.
recent Cairo conference was most
Buy
Charles Whittingham who found
favorably commented on by Ameri
U. S. DEFENSE
can business groups affected by ed the world-famed Chiswick Press
BONDS
communication practices and rates. in England in 181J, was the first
The legislative activities cf printer to issue a bock printed cn
STAMPS
Senator White have had to do “Indian paper” stock.
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contest at Colby College
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you invest your time
money, that gcod qualit
supplies are an iinp<>'|
of the perfect reripc »<
ful canning. Get your
today in wide variety a
ing prices.
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And

be sure. Our stock

REFRIGERATORS
AGAIN ON SALE!
Qts. 89c D
New Fresh St
GOOD LI'C

JAR RUBBI
3 pkgs 2

We are advised that the Restrictive Order placed on new electric re

frigerators has been revoked. Our remaining stock of refrigerators

wil, be sold on a basis FIRST COME FIRST SERVED. No orders held.
We suggest you select yours early.
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Blue Stamp List

Taken Thirty Years Ago

April 1-2 — Republican State Con
vention meets tn Portland
April 2—Black-outs In Wards 5 and
6. Rockland, 8 to 8.30 p. m
April 2—Glen Cove -Social at Penob
scot View Grange.
April 3—Good Prldav
April 3 Woman's Educational Club
meets at G A R. hall.
April 4—Knox Pomona meets with
Weymouth Grange In Thomaston.
April 5—Easter.

April 10-ISpceial tea (2 to 4) for
Woman's Educational Club at Blaine
Mansion. Augusta.
April 10—Democratic State Conven
tion In Bangor.
April 10 Methebesec Club's annual
banquet at Hotel Rockland
April 16 Lecture on “China" at
Congregational Church.
May 1- Montgomery prize speaking
contest at Colby College.

't for armored vehicles
neans precious seconds
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Commencing next Sunday the
Strand Theatre will run continu
ous on this day only with four com
plete shews at 3-5-7-9, please note
that the Sunday shews from new on
will be as follows: Matinee at 3 and
5 p. m. with evening shows at 7
and 9 p. m. Week-day shews will
be the same as usual, 2, 6.30 and
8.30 p. m.

■William M Cullen has been
nominated for vice president of
the Lewiston Rotary Club and will
be elected at this week's meeting.
The former Thomaston boy has
been very active in the affairs of
his adopted city, ever since he
went there to engage in educa
tional work.

Friday night at Park Theatre
Country Store will have an extra
attraction. There will be a grand
prize drawing which comes once
in every four weeks. The main
There will be no Girl Scout com
prize will be a set of dishes and a
mittee
meeting tomorrow night.
large load of groceries. (Besides
there will be many other prizes
The women of the Congrega
awarded. Gifts for the home, fam
tional
Women’s Association will
ily and appropriate for all.
meet in the church vestry tomorrow
The Congregational Church will at 10 a. m. for an all day sewing
observe Holy Week with Com session.
munion service Thursday at 7.45.
BORN
Rockland Lodge, F.A.M. will meet
Singer
At Augusta. General Hos
pital. March 28. to Mr and Mrs. John
tonight for work in the third de T.
Singer. (Helenruth Thomas of Lin
gree. Supper will served at 6 30, coln. Neb ), a daughter Linda.
Morgan At Greenwich (Conn.) Hos
followed by the work at 7.30.
pital. March 21 to Mr. and Mrs. Rus

Beano G.A.R. hall Thursday April
2 2.15 p. in.—adv.

U. S.DEFENSE

Visitors in Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courler-Gaeette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street, North
West—adv.
68*tf

BONDS
STAMPS

Every great achievement in the
history of mankind has been fos
tered by some form of sacrifice.

For Victory...
Buy

The silence which has surrounded
candidates fc.r Representative to
Legislature from Rockland, was
broken yesterday when Attorney
A. Alan Grossman announced that
he will seek one of the two nomi
nations in the June Primaries.
Five years ago Mr. Grossman
came to this city from Boston,
where he had been practicing law,
and not only established a satis
factory legal practice, but affiliated
himself with local civic affairs. At
the present time he is a notary pub
lic, dedimus justice and disclosure
commissioner, and is a member of
the KiwanLs Club, Rockland Lodge
F.A.M. and Pleasant Valley Grange.
Mr. Grossman is the husband cf a
Rockland girl (Miss Constance Mil
ler) and they have cne daughter

The Perfect Recipe
FOR

CANNING SAVINGS

ENT
Preserve the best of the sea
son's crops, but remember when
you invest your time and your
money, that good quality canning
supplies are an important part
of the perfect recipe for success
ful canning. Get your needs here
today in wide variety and at sav
ing prices.

BUY JARS NOW
And be sure. Our stock is complete

E-Z SEAL

sell Morgan of Noroton. formerly of
Thomaston, a son—(Peter Bruce.

MARRIED
Lowc-Quint—At Portland. March 28.
John Smith Lowe, Jr. of Rockland
and Miss Prances H. Quint of Port
land - By Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe.
Whittier-Johnson
At
Hallowell.
March 21, Cleveland Whittier of Rock
port and Lucy F. Joh'nson of Camden.
—By Rev. F. F. Fowle.
Smith-Staples — At Rockland, March
28. Franklin L. Smith of Thomaston
and Anna B. Staples of Rockland.—
By Rev. J Charles MacDonald.
Littlefleld-Bausher At Montclair. N.
J.. March 28. William Emery Little
field and Miss Sally Bausher, both of
Montclair.—By Rev. Luke M. White.

The list cf foods available during
Aorii for Blue Stamp u«ers ties in
with the Government's wartime
fo;d program. It was announced to
day by Charles M. Quinn. Sta*e
Supervisor cf the Agricultural Mar
keting Administration, formerly the
Surplus Marketing Administration.
“The Blue Stamp List fcr April
features fresh fruit, dairy and vege
table produce, the same foods farm
ers are being asked to produce in
abundance fcr our wartime foodand-farm drive,” Mr. Quinn said.
“Butter and 'ggs remain or. the list,
for farmers are now producing
plenty of these healthful staples.
Eggs are especially abundant. Dry
edible beans are now plentiful, and
can save money for food buyers who
will find that canned beans are be
ing slowly withdrawn from the mar
ket. The canned varieties are more
easily transported and can be used
by our armed forces. Amounts of
tin are limited, so dry edible beans
will be more popular with shoppers.
“Right now, and in months to
come, everyone can help by watch
ing these stamp lists, and using
more dairy and fresh farm produce
than the tinned and packaged items.
Eggs are more plentiful now than
ham or bacon, and make a good
breakfast substitute. Dry beans are
featured in many a typical Ameri
can dish. The Blue Stamp List
makes them available to persons
who buy fcod with stamps.”
During the month of January in
the Northeastern Region, of which
Maine is a part, over 1,341,792 per
sons bought fcod with stamps. They
bought, among other things, over
1.207,000 dozen eggs, 1.038,417 pounds
of butter, and 1,129,861 pounds of
dry beans, including navy, lima,
kidney, pinto and ether varieties.
Their total purchases moved over
$2,723,000 worth of war food prod
ucts.
The April Blue Stamp List, same
as that for March, is as follows: But
ter, shell eggs, corn meal, hominy,
(corn) grits, dried prunes, dry edible
beans, fresh vegetables including
potatoes, fresh grapefruit, fresh
oranges, fresh pears, fresh apples,
wheat flour and enriched wheat
flour, whole wheat (graham) flour,
self-rising flour and enriched self
rising flour.

“Loving Care” was the weekly
theme of the YP.C.U. Sunday
night with Miss Helen Crockett
as devotional leader assisted by
Nada
Carey, Lucille Stanley, Vir
DIED
Hopkins
At Rockland. March 29. ginia Bowley and Hazen Sawyer.
Celestlne. wife of James Hopkins, aged
32 years, 10 months, 12 days. Burial Plans were discussed for the East
Thursday in Manset
er Sunrise service, next Sunday.
Hoffses — At White Plains. N Y .
March 29. Ray W. Hoffses, aged 65 All who plan to go are asked: to
years. 3 months. Committal prayers
and interment Wednesday at 2 o’clock meet at the church not later than
at Oak Grove cemetery. Bath.
5.15, weather permitting. They will
walk to the Breakwater for a serv
CARB OF THANKS
ice,
returning to the church for
Wc wish to express our thanks and
appreciation to our many friends and breakfast. If it is inclement, mem
neighbors for their expressions ol
sympathy during our recent bereave bers are asked to meet at 5.30 for a
ment. Especially do we wish to thank service in the vestry. Fri^y night
the fisherman friends of Port Clyde.
Ralph Teel. Mrs. Winnlfred Teel and at 7.30 there is to be a box social
family. Mr and Mrs. Norman Barter
and family. Mrs. Emma Hills and at the home of Lincoln McRae, Jr.
family. Capt. and Mrs. Lelan Hart.
•All girl members are requested to
Port Clyde.
*
take lunch for two, attractively
IN MEMORIAM
packed, to be auctioned off to the
In
loving memory of our beloved boys: The proceeds from this sale
mother, who passed away April 1. 1937.
goes toward entertaining the State
Our Mother, who art In Heaven.
Restful be thy sleep.
Convention. A reminder was also
While guardian angeLs round you
A tender vigil keep.
given to the members of the Holy
Her loving children
39 It Thursday Candlelight and Com
munion service. Guests at the
Fur dependable radio service meeting included, Richard Brown,
rail the Radio Shop. Tel. 844—517 Mrs. Herbert Kirk and daughter
Main street. Complete Pliilco line. Celia and Albeit Burpee.
—adv.
80-tf
Chief Mansfield announced to a
For three centuries, with only representative of The Courierslight interruption, the Nether Gazette just before press time this
lands Indies have reposed in the morning that Deputy Marshal Alpossession of the Dutch.
mon P. Richardson would remain
in his present office and wouldi be
in charge of the night force as in
the past.
Rheumatism, Neuritis, Nervous
ness, High Blood Pressure,
Sinus Infections
Successfully treated by
Natural Methods
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
CHIROPRACTOR
SHOW TIMES
79 PARK ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
Single Evening Show at 8
PHONE 1163
23T&S39
Matinees Saturday at M0
Sunday at 3

ARTHRITIS

WALDO THEATRE

Qts. 89c Doz.
New Fresh Stock
GOOD LUCK

electric rerefrigerators
o orders held.

JAR RUBBERS
3 pkgs 25c
JELLY GLASSES
Doz 49c

NOTICE TO BOATMEN
All operators of boats using Mon-

Main Street
Hardware Co.

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

110-112 UMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

119-tf

The members of the Rockland
school board together with the
Mayor and superintendent of
schools were guests for dinner last
night of the boys’ Domestic Science
class of Rockland High School at
the Domestic Science classrooms in
the McLain Building.
The dinner was prepared en
tirely by the boys, Robert Kalloch,
Perley Bartlett, Franklin Call, Joe
Page, Donald Kalloch and Arthur
Sullivan, under the direction of
Miss Virginia Shepardson
and

Miss Joyce Johnson, teachers in
the domestic science department.
< Those attending as guests were
Mrs. Dorothy Baxter, I. Lawton
Bray, David McCarty, Superinten
dent Alden Allen, Frederic Bird.
Miss Eva Rogers, Ronald Lord and
Mayor Edward R. Veazie.
The menu consisted of grape
fruit juice; roast lamb; mashed
potato; peas; carrots and pineapple
salad; white and graham rolls;
apple pie; ice cream; coffee.
I*
The members of auxiliary force
of the Rockland Police Department
will meet at the city building Wed
nesday night to be sworn in as
special police officers as they are
to go on active duty with the test
blackout in wards 5 and 6 Thurs
day night. They will be given in
structions for the policing of the
wards at this time and will have
full police authority to enforce
the blackout rules.

Anderson Camp Auxiliary ob
serve past president's night to
morrow night with Mrs. Helen
Paladino as the presiding presi
dent. Supper will be served at 6
o'clock.
Cecil Burton White and Harold
Francis Brown have been com
missioned 1st Lieutenant and 2d
Lieutenant respectively in Com
pany L of the Maine State Guard.
Enlistments will continue tonight
at the Spring street armory and
it Ls hoped that the unit can be
brought to full strength at this
time.

Arrivals at IFeyler's fish plant
over the week-end were theCarlannsul, 34.000; Islander, 3000; Lottie M.,
2000; Jacqueline, 5000; Cynthia,
9000; Capt. Frank Hall, 1000; Mishawakka. 2000; Capt. Fred Gray, 2030;
A. I. & M., 6000; Althea J.. 7000.

The American League Post Office
and Elks bowl tonight and also Na
tional League. Gulf Oil and Lime
Company. This is the start of Round
Robins series for championship.

W.H. EMERY
PROMPT
RADIO SERVICE

RUSSELL

FUNERAL HOME

“NEVADA CITY”

Ambulance Service

THURS.-FRI., APRIL 2-3
Action and Thrills!
A two-fisted Service Drama!
A brand new Columbia
presentation!
PAT O'BRIEN and
BRIAN DONLEVY
with

“TWO YANKS IN
TRINIDAD”

Thrifty Little Town

.
;
'
i
|

Twelve Knox County men left
the local Selective Service office
this morning for the induction
center at Bangor by bus. They will
be examined there and sent to a
recruit center and eventually to
service. Below are listed the men
who were called for military duty.
Richard W. Linscott, Appleton.
Edmund J. Randall, Rockland.
Raymond A. Rhodes, Union.
Alfred Morriss, Port Clyde.
Clyde F. Pease, Rockland.
Tauno R. Hurme, Rockland.
Harold W. Pitman, Washington.
William S. Carver, East Union.
Charles T. Bodman, Rockla ;d.
Vernon A. Blackington, Rock
land.
Donald M. Smith, Camden.
Edgar J. Whitten, Jr. Rockport.

Railroad Notes
Fireman Tim Donlan is hold
ing the regular firing job on
trains 55 and 554 at the present.
Engines 403 and 404 class B-0
are now on the Rockland Branch.
These engines have recently been
overhauled- in the road shop at
Waterville.

Engine 378 is at present holding
down the Rockland yard switcher
job. Engine 188, formerly on this
job. has gone to Rumford.
Lime Rock engine No. 4 made
her final trip on this road Satur
day. Rumor has it that No. 4 has
been sold and will leave Rock
land shortly for its new job.
Lime Rock No. 1 is still standing
outside the engine house, await
ing the junk man's torch.
Engines 525 and 528 are alter
nating on the freight jobs on this
branch.
Extra freight, engine 525 Rock
land to Brunswick and return was
hauled by spare engineer A. J.
Nichols, and conductored by Frank
Prescott, last Sunday.
Engineer Chester Overlock of
the fast Rockland to Brunswick
and return night passenger trains
56 and 59, Is planning to do quite
a bit of gardening on his farm at
Pelt Hill this Summer.
Edwin C. BOody, popular engine
house
foreman
is
puttering
around down at Crescent Beach
these sunny Spring mornings,
preparatory to opening his cottage
for the Summer.
George Walker, night man at the
roundhouse is out on a sick leave.
Carlton Walker is on this job now
and Harry Mank is covering the
day job.
Passenger coaches 158, 209 and
210 recently out of the road's great
car shops, are now on this branch
all resplendent in their coat of
“Tuscan Red.’
With the coming of Summer and
the extra burden due to war condi
tions, many cars of out of State

Dr. Robert L. Emery of Win
chester, Mass., and Owl's (Head
seldom loses an opportunity to say
a good word about his old home in
Knox County. Read this, which
appeared in the Boston Iferald
over his signature:
“In the March 19th issue of The
Herald there appeared an Item say
ing that the thrifty little town of
Dayton Me., reported closing its
books with a surplus of $3000 this
year.
May I be allowed to report that
the thrifty little town of Owls
Head, Me., which is a peninsula
running out into Penobscot Bay
forming the southern boundary of
Rockland Harbor, one of the best
and largest harbors on the Maine
coast, reports closing Its books
with a surplus of more than $60C3?
Also, to add to its thriftiness and
glory, at the last town meeting
there was a unanimous vote that
the community buy $2300 worth of
U. S. Defense Bonds..
“This little town of about 1590
people is not a backwoods coun
try. Every street is well laid and
has a macadamized surface. There
is also electricity throughout. A
building, erected by the town of
Owl’s Head, is used as a commun
ity center and besides housing the
public library, this building is also
used to accommodate card parties,
church funtlons bnd Grange meet
ings.
“The question might be asked:
‘Why can’t other towns and
cities be as thrifty as Owl s Head?’
Might it not be well fcr the select
men or mayors in some of our com
munities to visit this little town
and look into the way it is teinsf
run ”

Arthur D. Fish, chief < f poll :>•
in Rcckland for the past feur years
and three months, will retire frem
office with the change of shifts at
6 o’clock tonight. Laurence K.
Mansfield, who was appointed by
Mayor Veazie at the same special
session in which Mr. Fish’s resigna
tion was read, was confirmed by
the board of aldermen by a unani
mous vote and will take up his du
ties as head of the department to
night.

Notwithstanding a stormy after
noon the first of the Hcly Week
series in the Methodist Church on
Monday afternoon had a good group
.present to hear the address of Rev.
Winfield Witham of Camden. Rev.
Melvin Dorr is the speaker today
at 2.30.
There will be a beano party at the
Grand Army hall Thurslay after
noon.

BINGO
TUESDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL 7.45
Given Away, Dinner, $2—1 each,
and Three Extra Prizes
...... a
39*lt

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

The fire department was called

yesterdy morning for chimney fire
at the old Snow store. Mechanic
street. There was no damage to
the building.

(An exciting spy melodrama)
Also on the Program
ROY ROGERS
GEORGE (GABBY) HAYES
In

ROCKLAND. ME.
39-tf
.

And Got Up a Fine Dinner
For the Members of the
School Board

Knox Lodge, I.O.OJP. held its an
nual roll call last night and worked
the third degree on four candidates
Lloyd Jameson, Bernard Jameson,
Kenneth Orcutt and C. J. Smith.
The work was carried out bj- the
third degree team of Knox Lodge
with Grand Master Percy M. Wal
lace of Portland and Grand Mar
shal Lloyd Littlefield of Portland
present'for their official visit. Sup
per was served at 6.30 under the
chairmanship of Carl Chaples.
Tonight, there will be a district
get together of the encampments
of District 14 with Mt. Horeb En
campment of Union. The Rock
land Encampment will work the
Royal Purple degree.
Tomorrow night the regular
meeting of Canton Lafayette will
be held. Department Commander
Sargie L. Warren of Oakland will
make arrangements for the council
Harold P. Ulmer, Fred Walsh, Al meeting and field day to be held
bert Jordan, Walter Willey and here Friday, June 5.
Sanford Chapman. And those boys
certainly knew what railroad tools
were made for.
A Busy Week
Almost 700 people attended the
sessions of the First Baptist Church
on Palm Sunday. Special music
appropriate to the day was rendered
Packed In Can By a Rock by the choir under the direction of
Luellla Grace Patterson.
land Concern Wins a
In the Prayer and Praise meet
Top Award
ing on Tuesday night the paster will
A whole lobster, shell and all, for give his third message cn "The Di
the first time vacuum packed in a vine Shepherd,” the subject being
can, won a Top Award for th’e Me “The Chief Shepherd.” These serv
domak Canning Company fn the ices are well attended, 105 being
Processed, Preserved and Frozen present last Tuesday.
Foods Classification of the 11th
There is to be a special Commun
Annual All-America Package Com ion service held Friday at 7.30 p. m.
petition sponsored by Modern
The Easter message in sermon and
Packaging Magazine.
song wifi be given morning, noon
Maine-Maid Whole Boiled Lob and night next Sunday. The day
ster is something quite new in will close with an Easter Cantata
canned foods, and the label de entitled, “The Victorious Christ.”
signed and printed by the Muirson There will be a baptism at this
Label Co., New York City, tells the service.
whole story at a glance. The real
A Yeung People’s Choir has been
istic lobster in full color on the organized, the officers: Shirlene
front of the can effectively pro McKinney, president; Polly Havener,
claims the contests of the package secretary; Kenneth Hooper, treas
to the most casual shopper. The ures; Jason Thurston, librarian.
simple legend Maine-Maid Whole
Boiled Lobster emphasises the fact
The defense pictures which excit
that it is a lobster in its entirety, ed so much interest at the defense
shell and all, that is secured in meeting in the Community Building
the can. In addition, the simple, will be shewn to Ward 1 residents at
tempting recipes for lobster stew, the Van IBaalen-Heilbrun factory
lobster salad, and hot lobster next Monday night.
should prove irresistible to the
Members of the class of 1912 are
housewife.
having
supper at the Owl’s Head
Here is a first rate example of
Public
Library
Thursday, April 2
informative labelling which has
at
6.30
p.
m.
Will
those desiring
helped to launch a brand new
transportation,
kindly
notify Fran
product with extraordinary success.
cis Havener, tel. 370.
railroads will probably be seen at
Norman C. Benner of Friendship
the Rockland terminal.
was found guilty of operating a mo
Most of the so-called speedy Pa
tor vehicle, while under the influ
cific type engines 452 to 470 are
ence cf intoxicating liquor, in Mu
now in or going in to the roads
nicipal Court yesterday. Charges
shops at Waterville to be fixed up
were brought by State Police Officer
preparatory to going into service
Paul R. Curtis of Wiscasset. The
this Summer.
fine was set by Recorder Frank
Harding at $100 and costs of $16.34.
Pvt Richard Collette Knowlton, Ball was furnished in $200 .for ap
son of Mrs. Elizabeth C. Knowl pearance in the May term of Su
ton, 50'6 Summer street, Rock perior Court.
land., today graduated from the
huge Air Corps Technical School
at Keesler Field, Miss., after an
intensive 19-week course which
prepared him to serve as an Air
plane Mechanic “on the line.” Pri
vate Knowlton's class, which num
bered in the hundreds, will be dis
persed among the many units of
the Army Air Forces to maintain
and service Uncle Sam's planes.
The course there includes training
in aircraft maintenance funda
mentals, airplane structures, hy
draulic systems, propellers, instru
ments, engines, electrical systems,
fuel systems, engine operation,
and inspection of single and multimotored planes.
Tf
The first iron steamship to be
,w.“
contsructed in the United States
was one which left the ways at
Wilmington, Del., in 1836—just 105
years ago.

A Boiled Lobster

Away To War

Boys Wore Aprons

“JOE SMITH AMERICAN”

TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST.

FUNERAL HOME

No, sir, they’re not leaning on The man on the extreme right is the
late James Lawrence. Left to right,
their shcvels; they’re just posing for the ethers were: Marcena Arm
a photographer—a lccal railroad strong, Frank Flye, William Butler,
crew of 30 years ago, or thereabouts. W. H. Fowlie. Clement Dunning,

hegam harbor are warned to abide by
the harbor rules, copies of which may
be obtained from the town clerk, and
to be, guided in doc king by t he rules
posted on the front of the Plantation
Wharf.
By Authority.
Selectmen. Plantation of Monhegan
March 13. 1942.

441 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 268

BURPEE’S

TUES.-WED., MAR. 31-APR. 1
TWO BIG ATTRACTIONS
ROBERT YOUNG
MARSIIA HUNT
in

Annual Roti Call

Knox Lodge Works Third Dr. Emery Tells Bay State
Degree On Four—Other
Folks What Owl's Head
Meetings
Is Doing

Use of Fresh Eggs, Now Very
Abundant, Stressed By
Department

THE INFANTRY—In
r arms than the tradimeter gun and among
j, telephone operators,
achute troops and airr troops, mounted in a
well-concealed weapon
er Primarily, in modiy tanks and armored
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ATTENTION TRUCKMEN
Our
Stocks Arc
Now
Complete

When you buy your

GENERAL C-D TIRE
It is like getting One and One-Half (1 Vi)

CALL 590-W
CENTRAL SHELL STATION

34 UNION ST.,

ROCKLAND
39‘lt

Certificates For Every One Issued
To You
CALL AT YOUR

MASSAGE
For rheumatism, joints and stom
ach trouble, with money back guar
antee if not satisfactory. Also arti
ficial supports made and repaired.
J. N. MAILHOTTE, Massagist
P. O. Box 103,
Union, Me,

38*40

SUNOCO STATION

Priced
$16.50
and up

Women who shop thoughtfully will be won com
pletely by the soundly styled, beautifully tailored
Coats and Suits for Spring and Easter in our shop.
These carefully selected garments will be just as
feminine and just as pretty months ahead.
We are distinctly proud of our selections for
Spring—and invite your inspection.

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 541

Tuesday-Friday
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Alena Starrett attended funeralJ was announced by Harlan Bragdon
services Friday for Walter Dodge in of Long Cove, as master of cere- j
monies. These numbers were pre-,
Rockland.
ZS ZV ZS z\
Poem. F L. S Morse of
Zs ZS Z\ A
The presentation of the three-act sented
Thomaston
; accordion selections.
ALENA L. STARRETT
comedy “Gangway For Gracie." by
M.SS
Helmi
Koivumaki of (Long
Correspondent
the Baptist Iaidies' Auxiliary Friday
Cove;
accordion
selection, Norman
a
z
at Town hall was successful. Pro
Smith of Union; speeches in Finnish
ceeds will be divided between the
Tel.
local branch of the Red Cross and by Theodore Olson of Union, and
Callers at the home of Mr. and the Auxiliary. Special numbers Emil Ruuska of Long Cove: song.
Mr.s. Newell W. Eugley Sunday were selections by the Junior Sym Misses Hilda Mackie, Edith Mackie,
were MLss Allison M. Stackhouse, phony Club; violin trio, by Lillian Helmi Koivumaki and Helen Liuvkstudent nurse E M. G. Hospital Durrell, WillLs Berry and Alice Grif konen, all of Long Cove.
A
The Finnish coflee service was
,©<WBangor. MLss Marion Wallace. Port fin; and vocal trio, by Alice Ken
land, Miss Irene Simmcns ,Scuth niston, Dale Messer and Anita Rob held at the Grange hall, with two
Warren and Mr.s. Alice Gordon. inson. with Mrs. Roland Berry ac three-tiered bride's cakes flanking
THE STORY SO FAR: Joan Iceland,
Other recent callers were Mrs. Clara companist. Coach of the play was the centerpiece of carnations and
tecreiary, In love with bandtome Karl
Miller, night tlub owner, l» bombed
Gray and Miss Vittrice Carini, Mrs Chester Wyllie. and the tickets snapdragons on the bride's table.
‘ft
The reception was planned by
and disillusioned, when he shoots bis
Rcckland and Herman Ke’leran, were in charge of Mrs. Reta Coburn.
business partner, Eric Strom, and threat
Mrs.
Saini
Antio,
Mrs
Wilho
Eng

Cushing
ens to Implicate her unless she continues
The cast for the senior class play
her work and remains silent. He con
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. “Adorable" is: Harold Moore, land. Mr.s. Victor Mackie, Mrs. John
fesses he has a wife In Germany and
John Teague were Mrs. Cassie Glenice French, Ruth Starrett, Eve Liukkonen and Mr.s. Peter Wiekis part of a Nail spy ring. Paul Sher
Means and Miss Ida Stevens of lyn Smith, Edward Wilson, Howard kola of Long Cove, and helping with
man his manager, reveals to Joan that
the service were Misses Emma
he really Is Paul O’Malley, an FBI
Rockland.
Borneman, Catherine Wren and Mackie, Edith Liukkonen, Edith
p' •i'4
As Jtaturtd in
agent, trying to trap the spy-ring higher/
Mrs.
E.
Stewart
Orbeton
of
West
Paul
Oxton.
This
play
will
be
pre

ups and Joan agrees to help him. Joan’s
"Harptr’s Bazaar”
Mackie, Hilda Mackie, Helmi KolvuRockpcrt will be the speaker Friday sented in May.
sister, Sybil, is missing and Paul beJg
mak:,
and
Mrs.
William
Hill,
all
of
/
lieves Karl is holding her as a hostage.
at 2.30 at the exchange program to
The Baptist Aden's Porum will ob Long Cove.
Pat Hines, a new singer for Karl, Is
be given by the Woman’s Commun serve ladies’ night Thursday. Guest
really Paul's young run-away sister. PaMr. and Mr.s. Kulju were recipi
ity
Club of Union. This meeting speaker will be Rev. H I. Holt of
triria. and she Innocently betrays Paul’s
/
ents
of a purse of money.
identity to Karl, who captures Paul
was postponed from Thursday in Rockport, and a part of the enter
Mrs. Kulju is the daughter of Mr.
and -loan as they discover incriminating
order that the guest speaker could tainment will be furnished by tho
evidence, lie spirits them away on a
I c«
and
Mrs. George Hamish of Bath,
be present.
boat and they lind they are In love. A
Junior Symphony Club. Light re and Ls a graduate of Morse High
submarine appears to pick up bomber
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder E. Moore, of freshments will be served.
School. Mr. Kulju ls the son of
plans stolen by Karl. Thomas, a vic
Portland
will Teturn to this town
The Democratic town committee Mr. and Mrs John Kulju, Sr., of
tim of Karl’s, slips a gun to Joan, who
tiie last of this week. Mr Moore has been re-organized, and delegates
shoots Karl as he is about to shoot Paul.
Long Cove, and i.s employed at the
Then Paul sends Thomas to recover
has been employed at the Tcdd- and alternates chosen to attend the
Bath Iron Works. At present they
rhe evidence (rom the ship’s safe. Tbey
Bath shipyard in South Portland State Convention April 10 in Ban
escape in a lifeboat.
are
making their home at Long
several weeks.
Now continue with the story.
gor. Officers and members of tiie Cove.
Miss Jeannette Perry was guest new committee are: Chairman,
Present were Mr. and Mr.s. George
•SPECTATOR” BY STETSON
Saturday
of Miss Joyce Whitehill Fred Miller; clerk, Roland Starrett; Hamish of Bath, the bride’s parents,'
CHAPTER XVI
in Thomaston.
members, Curtis C. Starrett, Joseph and her sisters and brothers-in- ,
Its brim has the new scoop, to make you look
Mid-week service will be held H. Stickney. Sherbourne Kalloch,
I Paul looked from Joan to Thomas.
law,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Saun"Now listen, both of you. This may
Wednesday at 7 30 at the Baptist Samuel Tarr. Percy Bowley, Harry
young and extra pretty. The soft, horizontal tucks
ders, Mr. and Mi’s. Herbert McIn
ibe something of a shock but Karl
Church.
Beane.
Mrs
Bessie
Beane,
Oscar
A.
tyre, and Miss Irene Harnlsh; and
I was not dead. He had a nasty wound
are repeated in the crown, for smart measure.
Mr.s. Reta Coburn has returned Copeland, Mrs. Nettie Copeland,
i hut he's probably still very much
the parents of the groom, Mr and
Fashioned
of fur felt, with contrasting ribbon.
from a recent visit with Rev. and Clarence Peabobdy. New members Mr.s. John Kulju, Sr., of Long Cove. i
alive.”
Mrs. Howard A. Welch in Sabattus. added are Mrs. Shirley Bowley, and
Thomas looked terror-stricken.
Baptist Pastor’s Farewell
“Then he’ll And us.”
The Baptist (Ladies’ Mission Cir Mrs. Edna Nash. Delegates to the
©
“We were allowed to escape from
cle
will
meet
Wednesday
at
3
for
Rev.
and Mrs. William Stackhouse
convention are Mr. and Mr. Percy
*
—la
that ship for a purpose. We will
and up
work
at
the
Montgomery
rooms.
who
leave
today for Dover-Foxcroft
Bowley; alternates, Clarence PeaSomeone was tapping gently at tter door. She sat up in bed. “Who’s
doubtless be picked up by other
where
Rev.
Mr.
Stackhouse
will
Supper
guests
Friday
of
My.
and
body
and
Roland
Starrett.
members of the ring as soon as we there?” she demanded.
, room. Moonbeams flitted across the Mrs. Fi ank D. Rowe were Mr. and The meeting of the Woman’s Club take over his new pastorate, were
land. We’re off the coast of Mexico
Thomas
sighed.
"Okay,
if
you
say
i stone floor like shimmering mist. Mrs. Fred Perkins of Lewiston.
now. About Mazatlan, if my calcu
has been postponed from Thursday honored Saturday at a farewell re
so
.
.
.
Bartender!
”
he
yelled,
She looked uneasily towards the oldlations are correct.”
Mrs. Laura Starrett and Mrs. to Friday, at 230. The Woman’s ception at thp Baptist Auditorium,
And less than an hour later they "bring me another bottle of beer.” fashioned door. She had locked and
Community Club of Union will pre under auspice of the Ladies' Circle.
The bartender shook his head, bolted it but it rattled in the wind.
were picked up by a fishing boat and
In the receiving line with Rev.
sent
an exchange program. Host
muttered,
"Si,
senor,
”
and
hurried
She was almost asleep when a
landed at a Mazatlan hotel.
and
Mr.s Stackhouse were the deaover
with
the
beer.
But
at
the
esses
will
be
Mrs.
Julia
Watts,
Mrs.
sound
disturbed
her.
Someone
was
The hotel proved to be old and
sight
of
Joan
he
paused.
sons,
Fred Kenniston, Chester
tapping
gently
at
her
door.
She
sat
Alice
MacDougall,
Mrs.
Hazel
Star

magnificent, with beautiful tiled
floors and high-beamed ceilings and
“You are Miss Joan Leland? up in bed. "Who’s there?” she de
rett, Mrs. Pauline Pelllcane. M s. Wyllie, Clifton Meservey, Robert
MRS LOUTSE MTLLBB
manded.
ramps instead of stairways. It ap Yes?”
Edna Moore. Mrs. E. Belle Walker, Wotton, Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark
No
one
replied.
She
drew
on
the
Correspondent
peared practically deserted except
"Why?” Paul asked flatly.
Mrs.
Alice Mathews, and Mrs. Jessi< French, Miss Maude Eagles, Miss
for the yawning clerk who assigned
The bartender broke into Span colorful Mexican robe and slippers
£A£A
Walker.
Mrs. Robert McKinley of Allison Stackhouse, and: Sterling
ish. There was a torrent of words she had bought and tiptoed to the
them to rooms.
Tel.
27
Stackhouse.
Union will supervise the program.
door. “Who’s there?” she repeated.
Joan was surprised that Paul and gestures.
The ushers were Mrs. E. V. Ox
The Rockland Rug Club will meet
Thomas’ voice came to her. “It’s
spoke Spanish. "Is there anything
"What does he say?” Joan asked.
Mr.s.
Lawson
Pinkham
and
son
tcn
and Mr.s. Chester Wyllie. On the
me,
miss.
I
’
ve
something
to
tell
you can’t do?” she asked.
Friday with Mi’s. Herbert A.
"It seems there was a man look
Gary of Damariscotta are guests of
program
were: Tenor selections,
"I specialized in languages in col ing for you here. An American. He you.”
Emmons.
Quickly she unbolted the door and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
lege and it comes in handy with my gave him ten pesos to get some in
"The
Old
Refrain"
and “The Sweet
Blanks are being distributed
job I never know where I’ll be formation about you. He doesn’t snapped on the light. “What’s the Burnheimer.
est
Story
’
Ever
Told,” Chester
among High School students for the
trouble?” she asked, annoyed. “Why
know what his name was though.”
next.”
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig is visiting rela tuberculosis skin tests, through the'Wyllie; soprano solo. “Beautiful
don’t you tell Mr. O’Malley what tives in Providence, R. I.
Joan felt better after a hot bath.
"Karl?”
State Department of Health. While Dreamer." Mrs. Fred Butler; piano
Joan enjoyed her first taste of pa
"Not a chance. Karl wouldn’t be ever it is?”
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
Jasper
Stahl,
registrar
at
the
Hill
thig applies to students of High j solo, “Spin, Spin," Richard Butler:
paya and the oversized cups of cof apt to row all the way to shore.
“I can’t,” Thomas whispered,
serted
once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
age mostiy, it will be ad-J soprano solos, “Sunrise and You,’’
fee served with hot milk and huge And the ship isn’t in sight. I’ve looking over his shoulder. “I've School, Pottstown, Pa., has relines
five
cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
turned after a vacation at his ministered to younger children at and "The Golden Key," Mrs. Sidney
lumps of unrefined sugar. “No won been wat<*hing to see.”
found a way to get out of here.”
small words to a line.
der everyone seems so lazy. Noth
Joan eyed him coldly. “Have you home here.
the request of the parents. The ob Wyllie; and baritone solos, "Perfect
"But who in the world could it
ing to do but eat and sleep and have been?”
Mrs. Harold R. Smith. Mis. Ervin ject of this test is to prevent pul Day” and "The Fleeting Hour,”
been drinking?”
Special Notice: AU “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
breathe this heavenly air.”
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courier"Only a few,” Thomas Insisted. Weiblen and son William of Coop monary tuberculosis, by finding early Charles Wilson.
The
bartender,
feet
on
the
bar,
had
Thomas looked up in disgust.
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
"Listen, Miss Leland, I met a man ers Mills visited friends here Sun gland Infections. The test is harm
Deacon Fred Kenniston, in behalf
“Sometimes I think you two are returned to his siesta.
tonight
who
will
take
us
back
to
the
day.
"What a country!” Thomas mut
less and produces no illness. The of the church, made a gift presen
nuts. You sit there and wait for
States. He’s an American and he’s
Mrs. Mona' Davis of Rockland blanks must be filled out before a tation of a purse of money to Rev.
Karl's gang to come after you as tered. “If someone wanted Joan, flying back home tomorrow. He has
if the whole thing is a joke. I don’t why didn’t they telephone the ho his own plane and when I told him spent the week-end in town.
test can be made, because the con Mr Stackhouse, who thanked the
get it. Why don’t we get out of here tel? We’re all registered under our we were stranded ...”
Mr.s. Thomas Brcwn will enter sent of the parent is necessary. members for the remembrance.
BEST quality hay for sale;also FairHALF grown cat lost, all white, one
fox strawberry plants. $2 for 100 WIL eye blue and one gray.
ELMER
right now while we still have a own names.”
tain
the
Susannah
Wesley
Society
Lunch 'was served in the Mont LIAM MURRAY. Rockport
“You shouldn’t have done that!”
39 41 PINKHAM. Tel 27-J. 110 North M in
Diphtheria toxoid will also he
Paul laughed. “This is what is
chance?”
39*41
gomery rooms after the program
“Maybe not, but I’m scared. Miss Thursday afternoon.
BLACK out supplies — G-l Powder; i St.
available.
1
’ If you tried it, you’d find out how known as the subtle approach.”
Blackout
Paint,
Camoflage
paint;
NOTICE
Is
hereby
Riven
of
the
lose
Announcement
has
been
made
of
"Paul! Be serious!” Joan insisted. Leland. This guy is okay so I took
much chance you have.”
A Finnish coffee, benefit of the under direction of Mrs. Percy KenwtH H CRIE30*41' of deP°slt book numbered 303 and the
a
chance.
He
was
swell
about
it.
the marriage of Miss Mary Monica Red
wil] be held Friday night; nlston. president of the Baptist La- Tel. 205, 328 Main bt.
39-41 i owner of said book asks for duplicate
"Where are they then?” Thomas
“Okay,” Paul said, leaning for
SECOND ha'nd baby carriage for in accordance with the provision cf
demanded.
ward and surveying her with his Said he'd be glad to help us. I told Stafford of Dryden to William John &t g o>clock at the Qdd Fellows dies’ Circle, assisted by Mrs. RayTHOMASTON NA
sale in good condition. TEI,. 1319-M the State Law
"Don’t be impatient. They’ll be kind brown eyes. "It’s probably one him I thought you’d be willing to Ringer of Wilton. Tiie bride is the
I mond Borneman, Mrs. Robert Wot39-41 TIONAL BANK, by H F Dana cash
go
too
and
he
wants
to
see
you.
with us soon enough.”
of Karl’s men. They want to get
SIX good grade Toggenburg kids for ler, Thomaston. Me . March 17. 1942
daughter of Mr. and Mirs Joseph j Qgorgeg valley Boys’ 4-H Club ton’ Miss* Irene Smmons and Miss
But when Thomas had gone back the idea across that they’re around, He’s downstairs right now.”
rale,
aLso one March freshened doe _________ ________________________ 33*T 39
“Paul will never consent to leave,” Stafford of Dryden, formerly of this won second place in the egg exhibit Klla Simmons.
Price reasonable for the herd J O.
to his room and Joan and Paul and this is their way of doing it.
TAN dog lost in St. Oeorge 2 weeks
ago. Answers to name ’Sklppy.'- Re
walked in the tropical garden patio They may want to make further Joan said slowly, "and I can’t leave place. The young couple will live in under auspices of the Maine Poul-1 Rev. Mr. Stackhouse has been 1HANDER. Rockville St., Rockport.
39*41 turn to HARRY CURTIS. 8 Lovejov
of the hotel, she said seriously, contact with you. I don’t know. him. I don’t blame you, Thomas, Dryden.
try Improvement Association held pastor of the Baptist Church since
37*29
UPRIGHT piano for sale, good con St.. Rockland
William Jameson, a student at the Friday at the University of Maine. July* 1939. and it Ls with regret that dition. TEL. 713-R after 6 o'clock.
•'Thomas is right, Paul. Why don’t They’re probably picking on you in but you know Mr. O’Malley said it
BROWNISH
police
dog
lost
or
stolen,
39*41 year-old. collar with two hells M W
we leave before it’s too late?”
stead of me as a gentle warning wasn’t safe. However, if you want U of M., spent the week-end with The club received $2 in defense the local church is losing his services.
THREE Buffalo incubators for sale. BILLINGS. 16 Knox St
37*39
• i nis is the end of the trail, hon that if anything goes wrong, you’ll to go, I suppose it’s all right.”
his parents, Mr. and Mr.s. Faster
360 eggs each. Tel. 451-1. E T HAS
stamps. Earle Moore, Jr., won third
"Now look. Miss Leland,” Thom Jameson.
ey. Even if they let us get away, be the one to pay for it However,
KELL, Ash Point.
39 41
place in the exhibit of eggs, and
which they won’t, what would we that's looking at it in the worst pos as begged. "At least go down and
FARM equipment and several tons
Mrs. Charles Robertson is visiting
hay. upright piano, Studebaker tour
have gained? Their next move will sible light.” He took her hand. | talk to this man. He’s waiting for
was awarded 50 baby chicks. Help
For
VICTORY
ing car for sale. MRS CHARLES TN
lead to thc heart of this affair. It’s “Don’t worry, honey. I'll do all I you. After all, he’s been pretty de Mr. Robertson in Portland.
ing Georges Valley 4-H Club to gain
ORAHAM
RAH
West St., Rockport, Tel
,
LAROE stable for clean, dry storage.
cent about this whole thing. If you
Mrs. James Waltz is visiting second place were the exhibits of
what I’ve been waiting for all these , can."
Camden
2513.
BLY_ . . central location
available at once.
months.”
. | "Maybe Karl has some Mexi don’t see him, he’ll think there's friends in Belmont, Mass.
INGERSOLL Rand drilling outfit for MRS FRANZ SIMMONS. 98 Pleasant
UNITED
Earle
Moore,
Jr.,
Carroll
Martin,
sale: also Star Kineo range, 100 hard St.. City
39 41
They strolled through the garden cans working for him,” Thomas sug something phony about it and he
Mrs. Abbie Montgomery, who Earl Gammon, Warren Philbrook
STATE S
wood barrels. 50 5-gal kegs. 200 doz.
won’t even take me.”
where every variety of tropical fruit gested.
SEVEN
rooms,
bath,
furnace,
t
>
lescrew cap pint, half-pint glass Jars,
spent the Winter with Mrs. Nellie and Vaughan Philbrook.
DEFENSE
MRS LILIAN COPPING. Tel 2CI 39
Joan
considered
for
a
minute.
“
All
new at factory prices. H. O STAR
and flower was exhibited by nature’s
"I don’t think so. Besides, this right, for your sake I'll see him. But Wade, is now guest of relatives in
39 41
t
RETT, Warren. Tel. 30-2_________ 37 39 Limerock St
BONDS
lavish hand.
man spoke English, and if he had I'm not going to leave. No one New Jersey.
Defense Notes
STUDEBAKER
sedan
(1937)
for
sale,
TWO or 3-room furnished rooms
"It’s so beautiful and so peace- been able to §peak Spanish he cer
STAMPS
all good rubber. Price right. Apply to let for light housekeeping
3'f
Mrs. Genevieve Wellington, first
Dervey Moody and Neil Mills, stu
can persuade me.”
fit," Joan whispered.
38-A
SEA
ST..
Camden.
37*39
BEECHWOOD'S
ST. Thomaston: 39’41
tainly
would
have
done
so,
because
Paul held her hand tightly. “Be the bartender was barely able to
"Okay,” Thomas said hurriedly. dents at U. of M„ have been visiting aid instructor, and principal of the
'FEN tons early cut hay for sale. E.
FURNISHED apartment to let 3
C. RANDALL. Olen Cove. Tel 140 rooms,
patient, dear. Just a little while understand
“
Just
back me up on my story. their parents here.
seventh and eighth grades, has or
toilet, plaza and shed
TE!
The Bible on which' Franklin D. Rockland.
him.
”
37-39 156-W. 12
longer and everything will be
That's all I ask.”
Knox St.
39-tf
Supt A. D. Gray served as a judge ganized a class in junior first aid Roosevelt has three times taken
"So
now
we
start
waiting
all
over
RAY
for
sale,
early
cut.
part
clover.
cleared up, and when we’re marHe departed and Joan dressed in debating contests Friday between among the 38 pupils of her school.
3 ROOM furnished apartment to let
$18 ln barn. $25 del.; also wood, hard,
the oath of office as President of soft,
ri d I promise you I’ll take a vaca again?” Thomas asked.
mixed, chunks or split, price With bath. Tel. 567. MRS. W PAUL
quickly, thinking how strange it was
SEAVEY.
29 Franklin St.
CaU alter
"That
’
s
about
it.
”
Rockland
and
Bangor
High
Schools
Mrs. William Cunningham, local, the United States was published given by phoning 292-R. ROSE HILL 5 pm. _________
tion and there won’t be a single
that now that she had a chance to
________________ 33jj
FARM. Owls Head_______________ 37 42
She
shivered.
“
Let
’
s
go,
”
she
in
Rockland
and
between
Lincoln
mystery to solve.”
first aid chairman, annouhees that’ in the Dutch language in Amsterescape she could not take it It
CARPENiEkS tools for sale; also
HOUSE to let at 28 Elm St., all new
"Darling, I don’t care where we urged.
was impossible to consider leaving and Traip Acadermes at Newcastle. a new class in first aid, standard dam in 1636
furniture, dishes. Winchester rifle. bath Inquire 24 Elm St , TEL 519-J
They
visited
the
cathedral,
the
go just so we aren't being followed,
348 cal. LUCY BLACK. 10 Sweetland ____ _____________________
Paul. Even so, she could not blame
Russell
Benner
of
Portland
has
course,
will
be
organized
as
soon
as
38 40
St,, City.__________________________ 37*39
ior." she added laughing, "following park, and finally took in a movie. Thomas. And if corroborating his been visiting his father, Jesse Ben possible, the lessons to be given at a
APARTMENT to let. 4 rooms and
They walked leisurely back to the story would help, she would be
SPONSON canoe £'C sale
16 ft.
someone else.”
available et once. Central Iocs
square stern, good condition. $50 bath,
ner,
for
a few days.
time
‘
most
convenient
to
the
en

hotel.
Dinner
was
never
served
un

tion.
Limerock St. Apply PEOPLES
"Not a single person,” Paul prom
glad to do it. After all, he had
EARL OGIER, Rockport
37*39 LAUNDRY.
17 Limerock St
38-tf
MLss
Millicent
Burns
was
a
Port

rollees.
This
will
be
of
especial
til
nine
o
’
clock.
■
-----------——j-------------------------------------------ised, “I’ll guarantee to be under foot
given them all the aid possible on
NICE hay for sale, cut early last
WOMAN or girl wanted to cook for
TWO modern tenements to let. Te:
As they turned on to the long the ship.
land visitor Saturday.
convenience to those, who because small family. Experience unnecessary Summer. Tel. 806-J. PETER EDWARDS
every hour. You’ll probably be tired
271 Limerock St._________________ 37-39 1061 BLARES WALL PAPER STORE
night emDlovmpnt
willing
to learn.
weekly: $12
avendia which bordered the sea, one
Madeline Rines, daughter of Mr. of
of seeing me around so much.”
oi nignt
employment at
at thp
tne mill
mm, when
^^^0^
Tel $10
Georgetown
2-3
She walked down the stone ramp
37 39
ONE Knights Templar uniform for ___ _________
of the few automobiles they had seen to the dimly lit lobby. A man was and Mrs. John Rines, was chosen have been unable to take the eve or write BOX 15. Pupham Beach, Me.
• • •
sale, size 38: complete with chapeau,
APT
to
let
at
7
Granite
St..
4
rooms
39-41 fatigue coat and cap. $10. P O BOX unfurnished bath, hot water heal,
During the next three days Joan’s turned the corner sharply.
waiting for her. a man who was at Queen of the Pan-American Carni ning classes, previously. Mrs. Gene
34 tf new hardwood floors, garage
FOUR weeks cld live rabbits wanted, 267 Rockland___________________
fortitude began to waver. She un-1 "That man!” Joan cried. "I have once familiar to her. It was the val at Waldoboro High School, and
L A
vieve Wellington will act as in all colors H. H CRIE CO., 328 Main
37 39
FARM
for
sale
ln
East
Union.
42 THURSTON. Tel 1159
derstood Paul’s devotion to duty, but the strangest feeling 1 know him! same man she had glimpsed in the
St..
Tel
205
City.
________________
39.1t
acres
wood
lot.
15
acres
tillable,
7Maynard
Wallace,
son
of
Mr.
and
structor,
and
all
wishing
to
enroll,
I
couldn
’
t
see
him
very
well,
but
in her heart she longed to escape, to
APARTMENT" to let. 5 rooms, unfur
car that afternoon from the street.
TWELVE cooks. $8 $25: 8 maids. $8- room house, large barn. E L LEN- nished. flush, lights, cellar 13 Muvgo home, to be married, to give up I’m sure of it.”
2 housekeepers. $10. MRS. HAW- FEST, 2 Chestnut St . Camden
30-tf erlck St
"Mr. Mulford!” she cried in sur Mrs. Virgil Wallace wa.s crowned are asked td get in touch with Mis. 12;
37*39
LEY. 780 High. Bath Tel. 725
39*lt
"Maybe it’s the man who was try prise as she realized that it was King. A colorful coronation cere Cunningham as early as possible.
the chase which seemed to grow
HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
TENEMENT. 5 rooms and flush
$15.50;
Pocahontas
soft
coal
$10.25.
J.
B
GOOD
second
hand
tire
wanted.
more dangerous ond futile all the ing to get in touch with you," Thom in truth her former employer who mony was witnessed by a large
A first aid center will be located i small mileage, size 5x25x18; reasonable, PAULSEN A SON. Tel 62. Thomaston. toilet oartisllv furnished, to sub-let
as said. "Maybe it’s one of Karl's now rose smilingly to greet her.
time.
until Dec. 1. 1942 10 GRACE ST PL
crowd Friday night. Attendants soon in this town, and there will bei frank e kerswell. st George
____________ __ _
27-tf i Rockland.
37*39
“I don’t know why I’m sticking men that you used to see around the
39* It
4b H. bard coal, egg, stove, nut
"Joan! This is a surprise!” Ar were Elizabeth Jameson, Madeline need of loaned equipment, such as
$15.50
per
ton,
del.
Nut
size
and
run
around here,” Thomas complained club in San Francisco.”
HEATED
apt.
to
let,
4
rooms,
bath,
WOMAN
wanted
for
general
house

thur Mulford said.
Genthner, Inez Hilton. Mary Miller, folding cots or couches, chairs and work. no cooking or care of children of mine New River eoft, not screened garage, at 37 Knox St., Thoma.-ton
"That could easily be possible,"
as the three of them sat in the de
"It is to me,” she admitted.
Go home nights. TEL 506.
38-40 $10.25 ton del. lf. B. 8c O. O. PERRY. Apply 7 Eillot St,.TEI, 24 or 5. 35-tf
serted hotel bar watching the shafts Paul said.
519 Main 8t. Tel. 487
27-tf
“I heard you were here. I even Robert Creamer, Douglas Richards, stands, with which to equip such a
MIDDLE aged ladv wanted to do
5-ROOM house to let at 8 Rockland
of sunshine fall through grilled iron
"But I don't connect him with went so far as to ask the bartender Arthur Burgess and Rudolph Kan- center. Anyone having any of the light housework for woman who Is
St Inquire of D SHAFTER. 15 Rock
not well. Must stay nights. TEL 2003
windows.
anyone at the club,” Joan said puz for information about you, but I tola.
land St.. City________ ____
33-tf
above listed equipment, which he i Camden
or call 60 Mountain St. 38-40
•'You're staying because you’re zled. "It gives me the queerest didn't connect you with Thomas.”
or she is willing to donate, are asked . TWO attractive girls wanted, ages
HIGH St. — 30 — Brand new heated
afraid to leave,” Paul said, "and feeling.”
apartments, strictly modern, three
"Possible. Now tell me, what is learned later that he is head of a to get in touch with either Mrs. 21-26. Address box r. h. c, r, couyou're smart enough to realize it.”
DAY-old cockerels, for sale $5 per rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
She was still worrying about it this all about?”
rier-Gazette.
38-40
spy ring in this country. I also met Cunningham or Mr. Rowe first aid
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS.
hundred. Tel. 532. H. W. LITTLE, 360 frigerators.
Thomas stared at him. “This after dinner when Thomas an
HOUSE with shore privilege wanted Broadway.
27-tf
27 tf Tel. 38-M. 69 Beech St.
They both sat down in the deep IJaul O'Malley, of the FBI, who is chairmen.
near Tenants Harbor: year round
place is driving me crazy.” He nounced that he was going to "do leather
chairs.
“
I
suppose
Thomas
trying
to
get
evidence
against
KarL
CLEMENTS Reds — Rocks. Crosses.
ROBERT
POWELL.
20
Pacific
St..
City
looked around the empty bar in dis the town.”
38*40 Sex Links, have pep and profit ability
has explained the situation?”
Reception To Newlyweds
“And why don’t you leave Mazat
Malne-U. S Puliorum Clean. Custo
gust. The bartender dozed. The
"Watch your step,” Paul advised.
A
modern
home
wanted,
will
Thomas was standing on the ve lan?" Mulford inquired.
mers are extra enthusiastic.
Pullet
Glover hall was the scene of fes FRANK L. CARSLEY. Tel. 411buy
M. ohicks ln all breeds. Tliere are good
'warm sweet air was heavy and "Don’t get absent-minded and try randa smoking a cigarette, appar
"Paul, that is, Mr. O’Malley, is
Rockland.
37.39
reasons, told ln free catalog
Write
tivity Saturday when 200 relatives
languorous. "Where is everybody?” to escape.”
MEDIUM- Two questions answered
ently preferring to let Joan do the still trying to run down the rest of
CLEMENTS BROTHERS by letter. Send stamped envelope, 25c.
LICENSED operator wanted at Gil for It now.
"Didn’t you ever hear of a si
and
friends
gathered
there
to
honor
“Don’t worry about it, Mr. O'Mal talking.
the gang. And he believes they are
bert's Beauty Salon
TEL. 142
37-39 FARMS, Rt. W. Winterport. Me.
RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third St.. Banesta?" Paul inquired.
ley! You’ve got me buffaloed. I’ll
gor. Me.
29*59
“
Yes,” Mulford said with concern. keeping tabs on us. He is deter Mr. and Mrs. John Kulju, Jr., of INTERESTING positions available
’Tve heard of it,” Thomas said, stick around and watch the fire “He tells me you are in danger of mined not to give up.”
married for
school and college graduates.
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whdni
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may
concern.
I
will
Long
Cove,
who
were
QUALITY PIGS
•‘But people who have Karl Miller’s works.”
Private hospital ln large New England
no longer be responsible for any bills
being recaptured by some gang. I
"Thomas
seems
quite
willing
to
March
8
at
South
Elliot
by
Rev.
Mr.
city has immediate openings. Experi
gang after them aren’t apt to waste
Joan retired early but she lay must say it sounded a little fan leave.”
ence not necessary
A representative ■Umgbfr, „ WMI.
Mergert.
time taking siestas.
•
of
the hospital will be at the U. S. ling Pigs—feeders or for breeding— boro, Feb. 18. 1942
awake in the huge four-poster bed tastic.”
"Yes. He worked for Karl in re
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE. 401 Mam St.. g.7Cefa
"Nothing doing. Pm sorry you wondering about the man she had
The
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River
Orchestra
fur

old.
with
or
ANDREW
Reklla.
Shoe
Repairing
the truth,” Joan said grave turn for Karl’s promise to save his
Rockland on Thursday. April 2 from without registration papers. Write Shop. 568 Main st. opposite Perrv's
two have to stay but it isn’t safe for seen. Who was he? Why couldn’t ly."It's
nished music for the wedding march 9 to 10.30 a. m.
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"After
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me
I
went
wife
from
a
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concentration
call BL B. SHERWOOD, Brook- i 2°al
__________________________ 27-tf
you to leave alone. Believe me. it she place him? The roar of the to work at a night club, the Club camp.” Joan said bitterlv.
as the bride and groom were escort FURNITURE wanted to upbolater, or
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Me.
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light trucking.
WAFte removal
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cal'ed
for
and
delivered.
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(To Bo Continued)
ed to their places.
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5Ir and Mrs. Owen Roberts and
n James are visiting relatives in
. n and Worcester, Mass.
Maude Arey Ls visiting at the
cf her daughter Mrs. John
in Farmington., Conn,
and
Mrs. Ralph Clayter are
Mi
of Mrs. Clayter’s parents, Mr.
Mrs. Andrew Cassie in Wcrees11 Ma.ss.
L , Opportunity and Improve.1 Club met Friday with Mrs
- iki Burton. A.nt ng plans dis,,1 were tho.se for beautifying
n locations in town witli llowplants for tiie purpose having
v been started by Miss Hall
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Sandwiches, cookies and c-ffee were
served. Those present were Mrs.
Mary Lawry, MLss Nellie Hall, Mrs
Lillian Risteen and Mrs Selma An
derson
There wiil be no meeting of the
Red Cross this week as there is no
work.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Webster who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Webster returned Friday to
Weymouth, Mass. They were ac
companied by their daughter Bar
bara who has been guest of Mrs
Agnes Smalley.
Mr. and Mr.s. Bernard McElroy
who have been spending a few days
in town, returned Saturday to Wor
cester, Mass.
Schools closed Friday foi- two
weeks’ vacation.
At tiie Republican Caucus held
March 19, a committee was chosen
witli Everett Libby, chairman; A.

A. Peterson, vice chairman; H. A.
Townsend, secretary; and Mrs. Ellen
Thomas, treasurer
Roy Sylvester of Springfield,
Mass , a foi mer resident of this
place ha.s been a recent vLsitf r in
town.

Christie’s Cops Win
•

But the Game Drives Island
Mayor To Cornering Rub
bing Alcohol Supply

These smoke and fire eating ag
Mrs. Marion Littlefield and Mrs.
Lucille Carver entertained Friday gregations from the Vinalhaven
at a Vanishing Tea at the home of Fire Company answered an alarm
Mrs. Littlefield. Sandwiches, cake, at the Cascade Alleys last Thursdaycockles, and tea were served and night. but the only smoke they
the aftemocn passed with bridge. found was tobacco smoke rolling
Those present were Mr.s. Eva Smith, lazily ui> to the ceiling, and the onlyMrs. Betty Bragdon. Mrs. Edith fire vLsible was in the stove, and in
Newbert, MLss Elizabeth Pease, Mrs. the eyes of Corporal Christie’s CorMargaret Glidden and Mr.s. Emma' pulent Cops, who with a little reWinslcw.
arranging of line-up polished off a
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Aiey and son combination of "Uncle Harry
John are visiting Mrs. Arey's par Young’s Youngsters and a section
ents, Mr. and Mr.s. Nils Stordhal in of the “Bunker Blues."
t
Adding weight and dignity, as
Springfield, Mass.
Mi's DcrLs Russell of the High well as bolstering the attack of
Schcol faculty Ls spending the va Christie's Corpulent Cops, was the
cation season at her home in Ded ' well known figure of MJayor “Al"
, Townsend, who besides carrying the
ham. Mass.
Wendell Mitchell went Thursday weight of civic affairs on his broad
beam, bowls a mean ball down the
to Portland for employment.
runways,
and with a bit of practice
Pvt. and Mrs. Eugene Burgess who
have been vLsiting relatives here could probably bring up his average
went Friday to Ccmden where Pvt 10 points and dow-n his weight 10
Burgess -pent the week-end before pounds.
While some of the scores remain
retuining to Fort Bragg. N. C.
close
to low water mark in bowling
Debating teams of Vinalhaven
what
the boys lack in skill they
and Stonington High SchooLs met
make
up in noise and enthusiasm,
Top Off
Thursday, the proposition, "Re
so
that
the morale of the Fire Com
solved—That as a permanent policy
every able bedied male citizen in pany remains high in spite of the
the U. S. should be required to Jiavc low scores.
This particular match brought
one year rf full time military train
out
the truth of that old sporting
ing before reaching the present
l
axiom
that a good big man Ls bet
draft age.” Ruth Kittredge and
ter
than
a good little man, for with
Kenneth Anderson upheld the af
Christie
’
s
team averaging around
firmative side and defeated Frank
200
pounds
or better, they had all
Allen and Walter Gray of Stoning
Ihe
advantages
except the quick
ton 3-0 in an interesting debate.
comeback
and
the
wisecrack on
Miss Kittredge was unanimously
their
side.
voted the best speaker. Friday night
But 20 pins is not much of a beat
at Stonington, the same teams met
ing,
and though they say a burned
again, Adah Bray and Floyd R’hertsen cf Vinalhaven taking the child dreads the fire, those fire eat
negative of the same questicn de ers are not afraid of a little hot air.
feated Vera Jones and Newell Rob and it Ls understood that Uncle
bins of Stonington 3-0. Miss Bray Harry and hts Gang demanded satis
faction. But before they start an
was judged thp best fpeaker.
other
engagement Uncle Harry
Ambrose Petersen, Jr. who Iras
thinks
he
will examine Woody Bun
been attending Wentworth Institute
ker
’
s
bowling
arm to see what hap
at Boston, has returned heme
pened to it. Harry thinks lt must
have a broken bone in it somewhere
or else some of the joints have gone
LIBERTY LIMERICKS too long without greasing, for
Woody’s score took an awful nose
Serves four
dive from one week to the next.
It was reported that Hizzoner, the
Mayor, needed assLstance in getting
j out of bed the next day, and after
\ crowning touch for Easter dinner! This delightful Sealtest Deshe did get down town he bought up
scrt-of-the-Month — continued over the Easter weekend by pop
all tiie rubbing alcohol on Main
ular demand. Creamy Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream and luscious,ripe
street, stating that he did not need
it for himself touch) but he had
strawberries—combined in a beautiful anti festive shortcake. It’s
heard there was going to be a short
a "picture”dessert—todelight your eye,your taste
your budget-.
age in it.
Young’s Youngsters—W. Bunker
206. C. Bickford 246, H. Young 243,
; V. Shields 275, total 972.
Christie’s Cops—A. Hall 275, B.
In order fo cooperate with Uncle
T. w *»
Clayter 215. A. Christie 250, A.
Sam, no deliveries will be made
Townsend 252, total 992.
from our plant. Please purchase
A storekeeper named Mr.

V
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Waterman Promoted

IV/iee/s of Victory

North Haven Buy Made Cor
poral Runs True To
Family Tradition
Clarence (Bcb) E. Waterman Jr,
ron of Mr. and Mrs. C. E Water
man of North Haven, has received
his prometien from private fifth
class, special, to the rank of cor
poral. Corporal (Waterman after
four months of extensive training
at Fort Eustis, Va. with Headquar
ters Company, 1st Battalion, 22d
Coast Artillery, was trannsferred t )
Fort CcRistitutlon, I’ it-mouth. N
H., where he is now stationed.
Corp. Waterman before his in
duction into service was employed
by Anncur & Co. cf Rockland as
salesman. He comes from an cld
line of New England Pioneers, one
ancestor, a captain in the Revolu
tionary War; and a great uncle at
Gettysburg with the Fourth Maine
Regiment who also stcod in line
and was received! iby their great
Commander - in - Chief.
President
Lincoln.

Your Easter Dinner with

ICE CREAM

TETSON

lorizonral tucks

smart measure,
r.istiin’ ribbon.

39«

COLUMN
to exceed three lines Infur 50 cents. Additional
cents for three times. Five
so called I. e. advertlsebe sent to The Courierts additional.

IST AND FOUND

all Sealtest Ice Creams from your

rown cat lost, all white, one
and otic pray.
EIA1ER
HAM lil 27-J. 110 North Main
________________ 39*41
i n E 1- hereby given of the loss
a' b k numbered 303 and the
ol iid book asks for duplicate
■C'! d,mi- with the provision of
! >w
THOMASTON NAai. BANK, by H F Dana, rusht'huniis’nn. Me. March 17. 1942.
______________ 33‘T 39
‘e - ‘ - t In St George 2 weeks
Ai. wt i
- name “Skippy " Reti. HARRY CURTIS. 8 bovejov
-tjvkland __
37*39
'F

Said—"Bombers and ships
.J

k

When people get change.

Royal Easter Treat!

BITTKHSdirdl ROYALE

- to let. Te!
WALL PAPER STORE.
____________37 39

------------------------------ 37,39
and thlsh
I -'i sub-let,
\ 1. 1942. 10 GRACE ST PL.
1_ _______________ ________ 37*39
1 El?
J ’ let- 4 rooms, bath.
Ano~ st ■ Thoma-ston
__ !__ ’ L • rm. 24 or 3. 35-tf

DONDIS.
27-tf

I1SCELLANE0US

TEA

Uutterscotch Royale! It’s made of Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream with
<>ney-golden streams of old-fashioned butterscotch all through

1

Vou can’t imagine a more delicious combination. Try it.

Dig deep*

‘Shc* Repairing
P'ya?T Ma 1 St- °PP°S» Pv»Ty’

V

TH, new.

“555

Our boys

Se^htU. Inc. and tbit enmpany
art nndtr tht fame aunertbip

*11 aia Mr Vrtit. witk Jtki lirrymn - Swltwt PngtM. 1

your money will help to buy.

Go to your bank, post office, or savings and
loan association. Tell them you want to buy
Defense Bonds regularly, starting now.

ICE CREAM

^mV''111?'

~ON,

Strike hard.

need the planes, ships, and guns which

as

Post
GEORGE *He POTT Bwido*
B'eb 18. 1942
*^»T. Waldo-

THE CALL TO THE COLORS!

IS A CALL FOR DOLLARS

FRO-JOY

HER.

Add one teaspoonful of all-phos
phate baking powder to a medium
size kettle of any hot cereal for
lightness and improved flavor and
appearance.
* -If

Buv Defense Bonds and Stamps
Our rapidly growing Army is capable of moving swiftly
across the roughest terrain on sturdy, powerful, fast, allwheel-drive motor trucks. ABOVE—Army truck carrying
infantrymen of an anti-tank company, and hauling a
37 mm. anti tank gun into position over very rough
ground. The sergeant is pointing the way to their destina
tion. CENTER — Members of a headquarters company,
IJ. S. Infantry, optrating a signal truck carrying a mobile
radio station l he picture, taken during maneuvers, shows

the men listening to a radio report of "enemy” movement. The radio equipment on the truck includes a receiv
ing and transmitting set. BELOW—Officers and men of an
anti-tank company pause to orient their position on the
map. The picture was taken during the marking of a
“field problem”. Al! vehicles shown in these pictures are
Dodge Army trucks of the troop transport and command

Private Jorier

reconnaissance <vi»es

t
Maine lady, for President Franklin i despite tire and gas shortages, as
Johnson at the college’s 1939 com Mrs. Sewall is highly prized as a
mencement conferred upon her :he life member and has twice spoken
Honoring Two Distinguished degree of Doctor of Literature. D. to the members most charmingly.
She writes to the club president
Rockland Daughters and
Litt.
"We are looking forward to it with a
Sept. 3, 1937, this club placed,
a Famous Ship
great deal of pleasure, are planning
unveiled and dedicated with appro
a little entertainment for you and “Art!” says Pvt. Jones. “Now gimme
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
priate public ceremonies, a bronza
my cake!" Mom’s best Fudge Cake—
Attention is called to an important marker upon the house in which the hope and believe you will enjoy it. made with Rumford Baking Powder.
Laura Carpenter, the widely known j Soldier boys since the Civil War have
emission ln my recent .cceunt olIfamorn «««•
Mwm. B-.
loved home-baking made with Rum
No alum, no bitter taste! FREE:
the Woman’s Educational Oub’s; l.«t and Ocrtrudc Hilo t. the latter
,h„e w„ be musica, „„lnbers. ford.
NEW booklet, containing dozens of
achicement., during it, 21 years’, now lady Forbes-Robert,on ol En,jTbe d„b transportation bright ideas to improve your baking.
Address: Rumford Baking Powder,
existence.
land, at 13 Hall stieet, first saw whe
committee is Mrs. George Wood Box B, Rumford, Rhode Island.
Noting the almost universal i light. This dwelling house original- ward, Mrs. Fred Linekin, Mrs Ida
American custom fcr localities to lv stood on Pleasant street, having Simmons, Mrs Ralph Loring, Mrs.
call attention to noteworthy person been moved later to its present site. Charlotte Flint.
M P. R.
This inscription reads:
alities and events by some form cf
“Birthplace of Maxine Elliott and
placard, this club proceeded to try
For a Limited Time Only
to pay its humble tribute to such as Gertrude Elliott (Lady Forbes-RobSWAN’S ISLAND
our city possesses: in fact it Ls st 11 ertson). noted actresses. Born Jessie
Mrs. Hazel Staples was in Stonopen to suggestions along that line; and May Dermott. Placed by the |ngton recently and visited Mr.
and invites news of further oppor Woman’s Education Club. 1937."
and Mrs. Seth Stockbridge and
Aug. 19, 1939, our club's third ^rs sacne Gross.
tunities since three markers are
surely insufficient to number all the broze tables was presented to the
Mrs. Cora Smith and niece
glories unmarked that are Rock city, duly accepted by Mayor Edward' Mrs. Ruth Wood have arrived home
R. Veazie, and unveiled at Crockett's from Rockland where Mrs. Smith
land’s.
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
By scholars and the 1 terati there block, Main street, with elaborate spent the Winter with her niece?
ness—for school—for typewriter.
Ls agreement that Edna St. Vincent: public rituals, speeches, guests from , The Methodist Women's Society
Millay ranks as the most famous' three States as far distant as Mlichi- 1 Qf chri5tian semjee ,net Thursday '
woman poet in .the whole world and gan, a large number of deeply at-!with Mrs Marv Trask
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
she was born right in the heart of, tentive .spectators and direct de-| Mrs; Everett Lemoine was taken
our fair city, yet no attention had I scendants of the builder, George
n] Saturday anri wa£ j
We Do Not Break Packages
been paid to that interesting fact Thomas. This memorable occasion ' taken to Knox hospital by the !
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
up to Sept. 6, 1935, on which date was to honor the original Red coast patrol boat. She was ac- !
appropriate ceremon als, with a, Jacket clipper ship, built and companied by Dr. Charles Den- ;
.
large and distinguished crowd of launched near the spot where the mson.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
onlookers present in the beautiful j granite block now occupied by J. A.
Carleton Joyce and Levi Moulden j
out-of-doors at 198 Broadway, pres- ' Jameson’s grocery stan±s at present,
ent residence of Mr. and Mrs. Clar- 1 This world famous clipper ship, the |
ence F. Joy. were held, speeches j Red Jacket (for which more recent
made, pcetns read and a lovely | ships and Boy Scout troops, etc.,
bronze tablet unveiled at this shrine! are being named) was built and
of Edna St. Vincent Millay's birth launched here nearly 100 years ago. j
place. includ ng proofs duly and of yet marvelously holds still the'
ficially presented by the late Judge the world’s speed record for sailing
Edward K. Gould as to the authen craft. It made the voyage in Janu
ticity of the fact, allaying all dis ary, 1854. from Sandy Hook, N. Y.,
putes by other claimants of this to Liverpool, England, in 13 days
and one hour. Asa Eldridge, master. 1
honor.
Of course, as is usual, the selec- J
This gifted poet and public spirit
ed American citizen later showed tion of these three particular sub
her appreciation of the honor this jects for publicity and the wisdom
club was earliest to bestow upon her of such use of the club's money were
by becoming a life member of this brought into question and such
club. But it is suitable to note as a criticism continues even today, but
proof of the innate modesty of Miss the point is after fair discussion
Millay that, soon as she learned of members voted for such enterprise,
the complimentary wording to ap the construction gang prevailed, the
pear on the marker, she sent her wrecking crew more cr less sub
talented husband. Monsieur Eugene sided and the markers are facts.
Bouissevain, of New York, to call The club continues its forum policy
on the club president at the Glen of Voltaire: “I do not believe one
Cove farm home to protest against thing that you say, but I will defend
any recognition of her standing in with my life if need be your rignt
the world of letters, to insist on the to say it."
The next meeting. April 3, m
plainest statement of fact and place
of birth The tablet had already Grand Army hall, will open at 2.30
been cast and was in readiness for with a conference of the Bond and
dedication but it was ordered de Budget Committee and Executive
stroyed and the present one of ex Board, followed by brief club papers
treme simplicity was substituted.
on Builders of America, an author's
The simple inscription on the reading by a life member, Mrs. W.
residence at 196 Broadway, reads' O. Fuller, and a debate by four
Edna St. Vincent Millay
Junior High School boys, speeches
Poet
by iRev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman
Was Bom in this House
of Rockport on “This World Mess."
Placed by the Woman’s Educational Box lunch at 6 o’clock in the dining
hall. Two evening sjjeakers of note
Club
1936
are Hon. William S. Newell, presi
This club is proud, too, that it did dent of the Bath Iron Works, sub
not wait until after others had ac ject “National Defense.” Pictures in
The favorite cigarette
claimed honor and signal distinction color "Canadian Rockies Holiday,’'
with men in the Army,
to Rockland’s famous writer but was by O. A. Harrison of Portland, agent
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast
among the earliest to do its bit to of the Canadian National Railways.
The club members are send ng
pay homage to Miss Millay’s special
Cuard is Camel. (Cased on actual
talent. Since its bronze marker was nearly ICO percent acceptances to;
sales records in Post Exchanges,
placed Colby College has also done Mrs. Sumner Sewall of Augusta,
1URKISH Ct DO11LTIC
Sales Commissaries, Ship’s Stares,

Set Three Markers

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8%xll
Yellow Second
Sheets
Only 45c

The Courier-Gazette

LAND
SEA

ll't in time for Easter — April’s Sealtest Flavor of the Month —

MeMATHIAS' 12 Third St Ban~ --------- --------------- 29* 59

wwt

True members of the cat family
are characterized by power to re
tract their claws, rendering their
footsteps harmless.

SALADA'

a.
(,rii:il,e St . 4 roonw
bath hot water heat.
I
A
■
_____ _37 39

, JOSEPH
. 81

You can’t buy freedom!
Bet your dollars do provide
3a the tanks, the guns, the
planes to crush the Avis!
Buy a (I. S. Ilefense Bond
or Stamp regularly!

Mr. and Mrs. Harris Foster of
Bath ware week-end guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach.
Mr and Mrs. W. F. Chase and
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Turner spent
a day recently with Mr. and Mr.s.
Maynard Black in Portland.
Miss Marjorie McLain of Medomak passed Thursday night with
Miss Phyllis Miller.
Mr. and Mr.s. Fred Chute went
Friday to Boston where they will
visit relatives for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
son Elroy of Dover-Foxcroft passed
the week-end with Mr. and Mrs
W K Winchenbach.
Miss Hazel Winchenbach is
visiting her aunt Mrs. William
Pottle in Friendship.
Mrs. Walden Osier is spending
several weeks with relatives in
Boston.

Buy U. S. Defense Bonds Now

t. 5 MM Ill». nnfuri«bts cedar 13 Mav-

••

Stamps instead!”

KEEP ‘EM PLYING

28 Bm St.. all new
Inquire 24 Elm St., TEL 519-J
38’4O
A RTMENT
’ lpt
*♦ s 1 4 eoow.
rooms and
nee Central locniiRve ,~k,
Apply PEOPLES
St
38-tf

I

Defense

BUY
DEFENSE
STAMPS
BONDS

f inn bed apartment to let.
I"
W. PAUL
|FA 29 franklin St
Call after
________ ________________ 38_tf

• - h'x,loCtrlr stoves and

To sell them

ICE CREAM

tGB stable for clean, dry storage,
al location available at once.
! FRANZ SIMMONS 98 Pleasant
r‘ty
_______ _ _______ 39_41
■ EN mien bath furn ice. to le"
I II I AN COPPING. Tel 2C» 39
JL L__________ ____________ 39 41
o or .i-r.iun furnished rooms
'...."T
housekeeping.
32
ST Thomaston 39*41
RM-HB’D apartment to let, 3
pl.i/n and shed. W..
2 Khox St
39-tf

’ let at t Rockland
D SHAFTER. 15 Rock\i:v__________________ 33-tf
’r” m
?°. TT Brand new heated
s h
5t,rlc.tly m(xlern. three

will be sped.

If we can arrange,

TO LET

••

DUTCH NECK

Shedd,

neighborhood Sealtest Dealer.

Up
e dug iost. or stolen.
-Id. collai wiih two hells M. W.
INGS. IK Knox St
37*39

a
J

'J

S'l’IUWIIKISliV SIIIITOKE

make you look

*E

TTJl

spent the week-end in Rockland.
Mr.s. Nelson Morse went recently
to Rcckland and Bangor to be with
her daughters for several days.
Norman Burns ha.s been home
a week from Portland where he
has employment.
Herman Staples has been ill the
past week and confined to bed.

a fine thing, bestowed the merited for her courtesy of a special tea Fri
title of “Doctor” upon this little day, April 10, at the Blaine Mansion

, -

ib.

BLEND

Ship’s Service Stares, and Canteens.)

Tuesday-Friday
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THOMASTON

Down Where The Sun Always Shines

TUCT.rv

ft ft ft-ft
t. wni.Tnm
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 180

. AB

hall.

Fifteen members of Mayflower
Temple, P. S. were present Friday
at the gathering at Ws Mary
Henry’s.
Following a delicious
chicken dinner at neon, the time
was spent socially. Those present
were Mrs. Olive Brazier, Mrs. Letitia
Starrett, Mrs Harriet Tillson, Mrs.
Florence Copeland, Mrs. Ada Chad
wick Mrs. Dora Maxey, Mrs. Grace
Andrews, Mrs. Blanche Wilson,
Mrs. Blanche Everett, Mrs. Addie
Jones, Mrs. Mertie Grover, Mrs.
Ora Woodcock. Mrs. Elizabeth Graf
ton, and Mrs. Katherine Crawford.
Egbert W. Lowe goes today to his
home in Auburn, R. I. after spend
ing the Winter with his sister Mrs.
Theodore Rowell and Mr. Rowell.
Miss Iva Henry returned yester
day to University of Maine after
spending the past week with her
mother.
Mrs. Maynard Williams cf Waldo
boro is visiting relatives here and in
Rockland this week.
Mrs. Clara Carter who has been
ill, is recovering at the heme of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Young.
Her birthday anniversary was ob
served Saturday with a small party
given by her family. Attending
were IMr. and Mrs. Young, Mr. and
Mrs. John Minott and children, John
and Judith, Lewis Yeung and Ralph
Young.
Mrs. Ethel Raynes, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. War
ren Ford, returns today to Matinicus.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Morgan of
Noroton, Conn., have announced the
birth March 21 of a son, Peter Bruce,
at the Greenwich (Conn.) Hospital.
Mr. Morgan formerly lived in Thom
aston and is the son of Herbert Mor
gan of Beechwood street.
Miss Olive Rcwell, with her week
end guest, Donald Taverner of Au
gusta, returned yesterday to Orono
to resume their studies at the U. of
M. after a week’s vacation spent at
their lioines.
Mrs. Earl Woodcock, Mrs. Richard
Woodcock and Mrs. Forrest Grafton
went Saturday to Portland, Mrs.
Grafton remaining to spend a week
with her grandparents, Mr. And Mrs.
Carl Emery.
A meeting in the interest of
Civilian Defense was held at the
High School auditorium Thursday
night at which time 35 auxiliary
police were sworn in. Sgt. King
spoke to the group giving interesting
information and instructions.
Beginning April 1, Mrs Adelle B.
Rees will be the Thomaston corre
spondent for The Courier-Gazette,
taking the place cf Mrs. Shirley T.
Williams, resigned.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Yeung en
tertained the Rook Club nt their
home Saturday night. There were
three tables of rook and prizes were
awarded Mrs. Theodore Rowell and
Egbert W. Lcwe for high scores, and
Mrs. Orvel F. Williams and William
G. Maloney for low. This ciub has
recently contributed to the Red

TVES.-WEn.-TIIURS.
TWO BIG FEATURES
RcruBtic
PICTURES

“Relax'* appears to have been strangely familiar lcok abcut the possibly disturbed by the imaginary
. .
.. t
' blowing cf the. whistle
... in the big
the word when this picture was recumbent gentleman in the forefactory which he built down where
made at a kite flying contest down ground. For a guess we might say thg Rvp Ki;ns U3ed tQ stand By
at Matheson Hammcoh Beach in that he was dreaming about early
time you may have guessed
Florida a few weeks ago. There’s a schools of herring, his s’umber3 his identity.
town. Mrs. Susie Philbrock cf War
ren and Mi's. Lizzie Waltz cf Wal
doboro.

PARK THEATRE

Rehearsals arc in progress fcr the
one-act comedy play entitled “Us
Girls" to be given in the Baptist
vestry April 8 after the Circle sup
per.
News has been received here that
a sen was born recently to Mr. and
Mrs. LeRoy Ccmly, <Eloise Dunn)
of Elkins Park, Penna. The boy has
been named Lawrence Dunn.
Mrs. Clayton Staples has returned
home after a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Johnston at Jefferson.

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

f want. . .

FIGHTING DOLLARS

Here is a scene from the great ro- •
mantic action picture “Lady For a
Night” with Joan Blondell and John
Wayne. Also on the same program
will appear the feature “Oblliging
Young Lady” with Joan Carroll, I

Ruth Warwick and Edmond O’Brien,
This Friday evening Is the grand
prize drawing at Country Store.
This prize will be a load, of groceries and a set of dishes. Many
other gifts will be given away.

Cress $5.00 which has been raised
through assessment of the members
at each meeting, after also voting
to dispense with refreshments in
the interests of wartime economy.

Father’s Care.”
Mrs. Mary Hanley returned home
Saturday after spending the Winter
with her daughter, Mrs. John Carle
ton Mason, in North Easton, Mass.
Miss Celia Stone, who attends
Castine Normal School, is spending
a week's vacation with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Stone.
Word has been received here of
the death March 29 at White Plains.
N. Y„ of Ray Hoffses, aged 65, for
merly of this town. Committal
services will be held Wednesday at
Bath. Surviving are his widow,
Alice Andrews Hoffses, and three
sister, Mrs. Olive Brazier of this

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E. Wishman,
who have been occupying tM? Bowes
home cn Knox street through the
Winter, have removed to an apart
ment on Talbot avenue, Rockland.
Citizens are reminded that the
town is having its first blackout to
night at 8.55. A preliminary sig
nal fcr wardens, police firemen,
messengers and motor corps will be
sounded at 8.40. The blackout will
last 15 minutes ar.d all blackout
rules must be followed until the all
clear signal.
The Friendly Circle will meet to
morrow night at 7.30 at Federated
Church vestry with Mrs. Lura
Libby, hostess.
There will be a 7 c’clock service
Thursday night at the Federated
Church fcr the reception of new
members. Friday night there will be
a union service at 7 o'clock at this
church. The morning service Sun
day will include special Easter music
by the senior and junior choirs and
in the evening at 7 o'clock there
will toe presented a drama “Our

America must be strong.
Every man and woman must
contribute their strength to the
strength of America at war.
Some are carrying guns—
some are flying planes—some
are giving their blood on ships
at sea.
YOU on the home front must
buy those guns—those planes—
those ships. That must be your
contribution to freedom under
fire!
BUY DEFENSE
STAMPS AND BONDS TO
DAY—buy them with every
penny you have to spare 1

Sir John Suckling, English poet,
soldier, and man-of-parts during
the early Seventeenth Century, is
said to have been the invntor of
that card game,known as cribbage.

jni wdwhl
TODAY

A NIGHT"

NORMA SHEARER
MELVYN DOUGLAS
in

RAY MIDDLETON

‘•WE WERE DANCING”

LADY FOR

ta—Ku««k*v • TK« M«n

Ck«H

law* -

MEET YOUR NEW^HONEY
aribo icortd a bit ia
"Panama Hattia"l j

Ohlitiiiui
<. I

<>

*

t'lvo «AWO nowr* witk

JOAN CARROLL • EDMOND
O'BRIEN • RUTH WARRICK

ponuteees

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

Plus CARTOON and SHORTS

COUNTRY STORE

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Grand Prize Drawing

THIS FRIDAY
Dishes and Groceries

Main Prize

TMC LXIO>
WAS
MILLAND GODDARD '

“STICK TO YOUR GUNS”
with

LATEST NEWS, CARTOON

“WEDDING YELLS”

*CAMDEN*
Today—double HtT—bargain

day,

'25c

“FRECKLES COMES HOME” with JOHNNY DOWNS

Pius
TOMORROW’ AND THURSDAY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT in

“REMEMBER THE DAY”

WILLIAM BOYD
New Serial

DICK TRACY

WHEN PERSHING HONORED MacARTHUR 23 YEARS AGO—
This picture, made on a blustery March day in Remagen, Rhenish
Prussia, shows the commander of the A. E. F. pinning the Dis
tinguished Service Medal on General Douglas MacArthur then com
manding the 84th Brigade, 42nd Division. The photo is from the
World War files of the U. S. Signal Corps.
This was General MacArthur's second decoration. He was awarded
the Distinguished Service Cross for gallantry in action in March,
1918. He also wears the Silver Star Medal with six oak leaf clusters.
A bill is pending in Congress to award him the Medal of Honor.

JACK BENNY. KAY FRANCIS in “CHARLEY’S AUNT”

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

8OC8UMI

Miss Elsie Lane arrived Satur
day from Fryeburg Academy to
spend the school vacation with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
George Lane.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spear ar
rived home Saturday from Lake
land. Fla., where they spent the
Winter.
Carrell Richards returned Sun
day to University of Maine after
spending the vacation with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Richards.
The Baptist Children’s Choir
will meet this a ternocn immedi
ately following school, at the Par
sonage for rehearsal in prepar
ation for the Easter concert. The
Yeung People's Choir will hold a
rehearsal at 7 o’clock tonight at
fh home of Misses Arlen? and
Doris Tom inski
Leland Hawkins, who has been
employed as agent for the Pru
dential Insurance Co. for several
years, is now employed at the Bath
Shipbuilding Co. entering upon
his new duties Monday.
Special pre-Easter union ser
vices will be held this week at the
various churches in town with the
pastor of each parish in charge of
the service at his church. Tues
day night the meeting will be at
the Pentecostal Church; Wednes
day at the Methodist Church;
and Thursday at the Baptist
Church with the observance of
the Lord’s Supper. All services
will begin at 7.30.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Merrill
returned Sunday to Methuen,
Mass, after spending the week
end with his father, E. S. Merrill,
anl brother-in-law and sister, Mr
and Mrs. James Miller.
The annual business meeting of
the Twentieth Century Club was
held Friday at the home of Mrs.
Maud Walker.
These officers
were elected:
President, Miss
Marion Weidman; vice president,
Mrs. Alice Gardner; secretary and
treasurer, Mrs. Evelyn Cunning
ham; executive committee, Mrs.
Hester Crone, Mrs. Margaret Eck
man, Mrs. Doris Graffam; enter
tainment, Miss Hazel Lane, Mrs.
Nellie Ballard, Mrs. Helen Over
man; picnic, Mrs. Nina Carroll,
Mrs. Lina Joyce, Mrs. Hazel Cain.
The program for next year's meet
ings will be planned to include
book reviews and miscellaneous
subjects. This was the last meet
ing of the Club year, a recess be
ing declared until October. The Thimble Club held its last
week’s meeting at the home of Mrs.
Myra Giles.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry, Mrs.
Emma Torrey and Mrs. Cacilda
Cain spent Sunday as guests of Mrs.
Berry's sister, Mrs. Emetine Abbott
in Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone passed
the week-end with her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Sherman C. Ordway at
South Parts.
Delegates elected at the recent
Republican Caucus to attend the
State Convention to be held in Port
land this week were Mr. and Mrs.
E. Stewart Orbeton, Charles Cava
naugh; alternates, Capt. George
Lane, Frank G. Priest, Earle C. Dow
Miss Marion Weidman returned
Sunday from Portland, maxing the
trip with Mr. and Mrs. William Tal
bot, with whom she was overnight
guest Saturday.
The Assessors will toe in session
this week to receive lists cf taxable
property and transfers of property
with the schedule as follows :W?st
Reexport- Post Office April 1 from
9 to 11.30 a. m.; Lottie Ewell's store
1 to 3 30 p. m.; G'.encove Post Office
April 2 from 9 to 11.30 a. m.; Select
man’s Office 1 to 4 p. m. and April
3, Selectmen's Office 1 tc 4 p. m.

SPRUCE HEAD

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Also on the Same Program

ROCKPORT
LIDA O CHAMPNFY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel 3228

Harry Morse is seriously ill at
the home of his sister, Mrs. Nicho
las Anza lone.
The Red Cress Sewing Group will
meet Thursday afternoon at Watts

PM.»

Tuesday-Friday

with JOHN PAYNE
Intimate as the secret heart of a woman in lovel
Added—“FROZEN NORTH** and LATEST NEWS EVENTS

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Reed of Bel
mont, Mass., are spending the week
at their cottage on Spruce Head
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Chenej- and
children passed the week-end (with
their sen. Forrest Cheney.
Philip (M. York of South Port
land is spending a ten days’ leave
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. H.
F. York.
Mrs. Austin Kinney who has been
a patient at Knox Hospital fcr sev
eral lays, is convalescing at the
home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs
Harcld Waldron in Rcckland. Mrs.
Arnold Stlmpson anl son Frederick
passed Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
Waldron.
Mrs. Harlan Johnson and daugh
ter Muriel of Rocques Bluffs are
visiting Mrs. Fred Batty for several
days.
Robert Sprowi returned home Sat
urday from several days’ visit with
relatives in Thcmaston.
Howe Elwell called Saturday on
friends and relatives here.
I
Buy Delenae Bonds and Stamps

STRAND THEATRE

CAMDEN

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

ft ft ft ft
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 718

If Your

Mrs. Carl Cole spent Monday in
Bangor.
Milton Dyer, Alan Johnson, Bar
bara Johnson Lester Gross, Vinal
Hardy. Robert"~Merchant and1 Harry
Hodson, all of Camden and Lin
colnville, and Carroll Richards of
Rockport have returned to U. of
M. after enjoying the Spring va
cation period with their parents.
Miss Barbara Dyer spent Sunday
with Miss Barbara Barrett In Hope.
Dr. Douglas Thom1 and son,
Robert of Boston passed the
week-end in town.
Harleigh Morrison is guest of his
mother.
Norman Marriner spent the
week-end with his parents, Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Earl Marriner.
Judge ana Mrs. Zelma Dwinal
returned Sunday from Florida
after a month's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Brown were
overjoyed parents Saturday when
they received word from their son,
Curtis, first news since Christmas.
This came in the form of a cable
gram sent by way of Cebu, a tiny
island in the southern group of the
Philippines, saying that he was
fine and telling them’not to worry.
Eugene Bracy and son Eugene
and Miss Lucille Colson spent
Sunday in Bar Harbor where they
called on Mr. Bracy’s sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Lord
have returned home after passing
a few days in Bangor attending a
Farm Bureau conference.
The Congregational Ladies’ Cir
cle will meet Wednesday for an
all-day session at which time Red
Cross work will toe done. In the
afternoon there will be a busi
ness meeting.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday.
Mrs. George Elwell and daugh
ters, Elizabeth and Barbara of
West Buxton are spending the
week with Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Sykes.
John T. Hughes is ill at his home
on Washington street.
Thomas McKay Jr. is spending a
few days with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. McKay.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr have
taken an apartment in the Arau
block on Main street, in order to
be near their work.
Rev. Maurice Dunbar who has
been rooming in town, has returned
to Spruce Head
The Bicycle Club went on a ride
Sunday, around the Fish Hatchery
and Beauchamp Point. The riders
were: Milford Payson, Ethel Oliver,
Barbara Oliver, Prudence Weaver,
Olive Weaver, Helen Stevenson,
Isabel Payson, Ken Libby, Burt
Stevenson, Gilbert Harmon and
Harold Corthell.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Sides of Bos
ton were week-end guests in town.
Chadtourne Richards of Boston
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Richards over the week-end.
Lucy Frances, daughter of Mr,
and Mrs. Ernest Johnson became
the bride of Cleveland Whittier of
Rockport, March 21 in a simple
ceremony in Hallowell performed
by Rev. F. F. Fowle, formerly of
Rockport. The couple was attend
ed by Miss Beatrice Johnson, a
sister of the Vride and Henry
Bohndell of Rockport. The double
ring service was ufpd The bride
wore a dress of Spring print and
sister, a spring ensemble The
giuom is emp'oved at Bath Iron
Woi ns. The i.up!? will reside at
the corner of Mechanic street and
Cobb road.
A daughter Lois, was bom
?J irch 26, to Mr and Mrs. Richold Lyman in Camormgc.
home Nursing class, under the
instruction of Mrs. Wilson of
Hope, will complete its course
Thursday night.
Clifton Miller of Waldoboro has
been a surgical patient at Com
munity Hospital.

'C/ rtSb,

For Now
Belted wrap
to whittle
your figure. Sleeve
and pocket stitch
ing add to its im
portance.

around

$15.95
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Robert Sterling carries his bride,
Ann Rutherford, over the threshold
of their honeymoon cottage in the
traditional manner in “This Time

For Keeps.” M-G-M's story cf np-vj
lyweds. Guy Kibbee, Irene Rich ir j
Virginia Weidler are others in t J
cast of the new romantic comedy.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

hriY

iRay Milland and Roland Young
have had a night of it, and some
body slipped them a mickey finn. It’s
part of the plot of Paramount’s hi
larious spy-chase-thriller, "The Lady
Has Plans.” In it Paulette Goddard,
a reporter ( is supposed to be the

NORTH HAVEN

lady with stolen U. S. Navy plan!
drawn on her back in invisible in,;|
She isn’t though, but everyone d
Lisbon thinks she is, including Mill
land and Young, and they all g j
into trouble trying to keep foreign
agents backed away from Paulettel
back.

Contingent Surplus to
pcllcyholders,
141.921 13
Surplus over all Liabilities, JJ0.81S 39

Total Liabilities: and
Surplus,

$509,661 79

W-T-13

DOESKINS,
FABRICS,
CHILDREN’S,

OWL’S HEAD

returned to U. of M.

Miss Vonic Brown of Lynn, Mass.,
is in town for a few days guest of
Mrs. Foy W. BrCiwn.
Mrs. Owen Grant and son Stanley
are in Rockland where Stanley will
be a tonsillectomy patient at Knox
Hospital.
Mrs. John B. Crockett has rethe Winter with relatives in Masturned home after having spent
sachusetts.

Baking powder should be mea
sured exactly with the standard
one level teaspoon. Too much bak
ing powder makes for coarse, dry,
crumbly texture and poor volume
in the baked product.

The Farm Bureau will hold H
first meeting of the .six-hour until
ticn course April 1 at 10.30 sharp j
the library. Members and noaf
members may take Hus com
Dinner will be served at ,1 ■
charge.
©

Relieve Misery
-Rub on
Time-Tested

apo

-

with a

GILBERT’S
INDIVIDUALIZED

OIL PERMANENT
Complete for only

J3

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON
ROCKLAND, ME.,

ub

1

You Can't Go Wrong

375 MAIN ST.,

o

VICKS
▼ V
R

SHORT CUT TO

PERMANENTS
$2.50, $4.00, $5.00

1

Child's Colds
TAKE THE

OTHER

l

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Wo (I
Wonders 1

LOVELINESS

Admitted.
$509,661 79
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1941
Nqt Unpaid tosses.
$116,004 20
Unearned Premiums.
566 81
All other Liabilities
10.356 26

$1.981.98.59*
.69-

CAPESKINS,

Camden Theatre

Tung oil. needed in the manu
facture of paint, comes mainly
from China Kauri, copal and lac
are employ:! in the manufacture
of varnish.

• Gross Assets
$514,661 79
Deduct items not admitted,
5.000 00

GLOVES FOR EA!

Mrs. Elston Beverage and daugh
Today the new Camden Theatri
ter Sandra and Mrs. Joseph A. Bcyd.
Jr., are guests of (Mrs. Beverage’s presents another double featuri
father R. M. Morrison in Camden. bargain day. Johnny Downs in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Waterman “Freckles Comes Home” will bf
have returned from Florida where one of the features and the o’.hK
will be “Charley’s Aunt” with Jaci
they spent the Winter.
Benny
(Charley’s Aunt.) and KaArthur Patrick cf Portland was
Francis.
in town for the week-end.
Long known for her »uc< *
I
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Stone re comedy roles, lovely Claudette Coil
p
turned Saturday to Camden.
bert undertakes a dramatic par:
Miss Dorothy Thayer is visiting in her latest picture, “Rcmeinbd
in Lynn, Mass.
The Day” at the new Camden to-J
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess and morrow and Thursday. As a small
daughter Rosanne are in Vinalha- town girl whose characteristics arel
vn fcr two weeks.
universal in women evreywherej
Thorne Dyer was home from Claudette has won raves for he:
Rockland fcr the week-end.
outstanding
performance. Johi
Arthur Beverage, Jr., Richard Payne is cast opposite her.
Bloom and Richard Waterman have

Camphor comes from Formosa.
It not only scares away moths but
it has many divergent uses, such
as making smokeless powder, cel
luloid and photographic films.

FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTOMO
BILE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
CONCORD, N. H.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
Real Estate.
$35,000 00
Stocks and Bonds
375.603 17
Cash in Office and Bank.
46.397 35
Aeenls' Balances.
15.514 57
Ir.tcre-t and Rents,
2.315 25
All other Assets,
39,831 45

f

TEL. 142
T-U
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SENTER-CRANE'S

md THURSDAY

our Every Hour Is

our

For Now and Alway
Belted wraparound to whittle
your figure. Sleeve
and pocket stitching add to its imp°rtanr*-_

Priorities may limit NoMend

f J

quantity but never the qual
_____

ity of NoMend stockings.
The new Nylons have the

same superb construction
features that have always
distinguished these finer
stockings. And their beauty
and durability are as con

stant as the stars I
(eeps." M-G-M's story of new.
s. Guy Kibbee, Irene Rich an;
lia Weidler are others in tin
f the new romantic comedy.

Ask about NoMend's

"FAMOUS 5"

Limited Supply

leg Types

Ona is exactly yours!

URDAY

w
<

I
»

Mrs. Everett Lemoine of Swan’s
Opportunity class which was to
Island
is a patient at Kncx Hospi
meet at Mrs. Margaret Adams’ home
will be postponed until Thursday, tal after having been brought to
April 9 cn account of the blackcut Rockland Saturday night by a
Coast Guard boat. Her physician.
Dr. C. N. Denisson of Swan’s
Mr. and Mrs. Merle F. Dobbins Island1 requested aid from the
leave today for New York, where Coast Guard base at Southwest
Mr. Dobbins expects to join an Harbor Saturday afternoon. A 38
American Merchant ship as sec foot patrol boat was sent immedi
ately and the trip to Rockland was
ond officer.
made despite rough weather. Mrs.
Abbie Straw of Washington, Lemoine was in the hospital two
who has been visiting her and one-half hours after leaving
sisteT. Miss Edith Straw, Lindsey her home on the island. She was
placed in the care of Dr. Neil Fogg,
street has returned home.
and Dr. Denisson returned home
Miss Margaret Stevens of Sim yesterday afternoon.

■■
Lovely casuals that rise to
every occasion and never

New Colors!
New Heathers!

let you down! From office

Back belted coat
with raglan sleeves

to canteen . . . they volun

and full skirt.

teer their services and are
destined

vith stolen U. S. Navy plan:
on her back in invisible in,;
■n’t though, but everyone il
i thinks she is, including Mil
ind Young, and they all g e
rouble trying to keep foreigi
fe backed away from Paulette':

to

become
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GLOVES FOR EASTER

robe. Trim in fit and smart

$1.98-$2.98

ly styled, they conform to

1.98- 2.98
.59- 1.00

your moods at the change

CAPESKINS,

DOESKINS,
FABRICS,
CHILDREN’S,

of a hat!

.69- 1.50

Camden Theatre
ts another double featun
n day. Johnny Downs it
:les Conics Hor?e” will b

lor

Intakes

a

dramatic parti

iv

Bureau will

hold
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of tii,, six-hour nutrid
April I at 10.30 Sharp a

curse
ibtaiy.
Members and notii
•r. inav take this course
f will be served at a small

GLENMERE
Donald Watt has employment in
Bath.
Byron Davis was week-end guest
of his daughter, Mrs. Chauncey
Keene of Rockland.

WICKS
t VapoRub
take the
HORT CUT TO

loveliness
Can’t Go Wrong

with a

GILBERT’S
DIVIDUALIZED

PERMANENT

ft ft ft ft
News Items from all of tho Pa*
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.
At the meeting Thursday of Pe
nobscot View Grange. Glen Cove,
beano was enjoyed and a small sum
was realized toward the purchase
of a radio-victrola. Next Thurs
day night, a social is to be given
by the younger members at 8
o'clock. Cards and dancing will be
enjoyed and refreshments served.
All will be welcome.

This And That

Scmcne once wisely said. “The test
if a man or woman’s breeding is
how they behave in a quarrel.”
Th s country imported 181,000.000
pounds of wool from Argentina last
year. Pretty good record.

Ah, many a road is full of jcy
tf content is in the heart.
T; grieve Is useless—'bad alloy—
Believe in the best where’er you are,
Fcr joy is abroad if ycu knew the art
You have to believe to merit the partK. S. F.

The nine States that have Civil
Service are: California. CJorado,
Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York. Ohio and
Wisconsin. Why is Maine not in
this list? Page Augusta.
The American people should look
in the mirror, believes Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt. If they
wculd fix blame fcr the disaster at
Pearl Harbor. In an interview
here she said:
‘'People are so apt to blame offic
ials. They forget that those officials
reflected the people, as the people
were reflected ln Congress.
Do ycu ever think cf this? It's
xt the equator where the stars ap
pear tc. rise and set? Mere and more
stars are seen to swing about the
polar star without touching the
horizon.

It is easy In the world to live after
the world's opinion; it is easy ln
solitude to live after our own; but
the great man ls he who ln the midst
:f the crowd keeps W'ith perfect
sweetens the independence of soli
tude.—Emerson.
• • • 0
Standard time was adopted in the
United States in 1883. It’s difficult
to measure the exact time of events
these days all over the earth but
even more so in this country with
so many different times of day.
• • • •
These schools that have been busy
this (Winter in Rcckland and most
of the wide-awake parts of the
United States feel the urge as they
should to be up and at lt.

Knox Pomona meets April 4 with
Weymouth Grange in Thomaston.
Richard J. Libby, State agent for
rural education, is to speak. Other
program numbers are: Welcome.
Earle Maxey; response. J. R. Dan
forth Union; two selections by
“Jcnes left everything he had to
Weymouth
Grange
orchestra; the c-rphanage”.
reading, Lecna Reed, Thomastcn;
“Well, that was fine of him. What
surprise feature. Albert Jones. did he have to leave them?
Unicn; duet by Foster and Betty
“Ten children.”
H. W. Andrews of Norton’s Island Fales, Thomaston; reading, Addie
Never were aircraft schools more
is ill with pneumonia at the heme Norwood, Warren; two songs,
popular and the Federal government
cf his dauhter Mrs. A. H. Calder, Weymouth Grange girls.
is anxious for students. The time
23 Maple street.
is net far distant when it will be as
STONINGTON
More than a million workers are
The class parks for Stonington popular and natural for both men
expected to be employed in the High Schcol have been announced and women to not only fly but know
auto industry's war plants before as: Caroline M. Turner, daughter of how to fly a plane as it is today for
the end of this year. This would Mrs. Gregory Merchant, valedic both men and women to drive cars.
compare with a peak employment tory; and Carolyn Billings, daughte;
Lucy Monrce, called the lusty
of 543,000 in 1941.
of Garfield Billings, salutatory:
“Star Spangled Scprano” had a busy
first honor essay, Alberta Fifield;
time recently ln St. Petersburg,
Read The Courier-Gazette
second honcr essay, Natalie Eaton;
Singing in the Park, at Rotary Club,
ihird honor essay, Patricia Vangrlli.
it the YankPe and Dodgers baseball
Other speakers will bc Marie Buck
game and Crippled Children’s Day.
minster William Gray, Winfield
She has been given this name be
Billings, Kenneth Jones, Harcld
cause she has sung the national
Greenlaw and Fulton Gross.
favorite song so many hundreds of
Marie Buckminster, who has been limes to. appreciative audiences.
residing with Mrs. Fulton Weed, has
returned to Oceanvillc.
Admiral Wiliam H. Standlcy.
Mrs Grace Jenkins of Isle au United States Navy, retired, new
Haut was recent visitor at the home United States- Ambassador to Russia,
of Mrs. Ursula Billings.
warned forcefully that “America can
Mr. and Mrs. McGraw and family be licked” by the Axis, and pleaded
of Bluehill are residing in the Ar for “absolute unity In cur war elfert.”
thur Billings house.
“We've been too successful in
Mrs. Curtis Davis is staying with
previous
wars.” Admiral Standlcy
Abbie Montiekh for a few weeks.
said bluntly In an Interview.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eaten and
‘Gther countries thought we were
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Greenlaw
gocd—and we thought sc too.’’
were recent visitors at heme.
STATES
“New, too many of us are sitting
Mrs. Earl Waldron has returned with our hands complacently fold
to Fort Fairfield after visiting her ed while we wait fcr ‘Gecrge’ to
daughter Mrs. George Webb.
win the war.”

FOyiCTORY

OWL’S HEAD
I' uin
i«('tin;

and

GRANGE CORNER

Mrs. Raymond Watts, Broadway,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Connon
during
her Spring vacation.
ar.d daughter Judy, are moving the
Others
middle of April from Mrs. Cop
Albert McCarty of Skowhegan ping’s apartment cn Limerock
visited his parents Mr. and Mrs. street to Bath, where Mr. Connoh
David L. McCarty of Grace street, is employed.
over the week-end.
Mrs. Alfred Benner, South Main
Chapin Class will be entertained street will entertain Tonian Circle
tonight at the home of Mrs. H. P.
temorrow night.
Some Stars In Elks Benefit Blodgett, Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Freeman S. Ycung
terday for Florida, where
Due to an error, the names of be the guest of her sister,
George
Huntley,
Miss
Isabella turns toffRockland in May
Watts and the Misses Ristaino and
McCaslin were omitted from the ac Ship Thomas Wildey cf the Re
count of the benefit show and bekah Fleet will make its final
i dance held by the Rockland Lodge voyage Friday afternoon tc the
of Elks at the Ccnununity Building home cf Mr.s. Lena Rollins, James
Thursday night to raise funds fcr street. The crew will be the guests
the emergency hospital which is to of the Captain. Mrs. Maud Cables.
It is hoped that the crew will all
I be located in the Elks home.
be
present for the final roll call.
George Huntley, who is home on
, leave from service with a Ccast Ar
tillery unit, offered his services on
j the program in several vocal selec| tions. which were gladly accepted,
i He was accompanied by Mrs. Abbie
Folland.
The Misses Ristaino and McCaslin
executed a difficult military tap
dance which brought much ap
plause.
Fred SLstaire was accompanied by
Miss Isabella Watts in an excellent
roller skating act.

her successful

Ir latest picture, “Remembcn
>ay” at the new Camden tod
w and Thursday. A.s a small
girl whose characteristics arq
sal in women evreywhereJ
ptte has won raves for ben
tiding performance. John
is east opposite her.

mons College is visiting Mr.

Omitted In Report

ly roles, lovely Claudette Colhi

deep pockets.
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the features and the o’.he
’Charley’s Aunt'' with Jacl
(Charley's Aunt) and Ka;
known

ulster,

little boy style with

Played Large Part

iy the new Camden Theatri
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Fly-front

mainstay of your ward

Miss Sally Bausher. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Gerrish Bau
sher cf Montelair, was married iu
Montclair. N. J. Saturday after
noon to William Emery Littlefield,
san of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Littlefield, also of Mont?lair at St.
Luke’s Episcopal Church by the
rector. Rev. Dr. Luke M. White
The reception was at the Mont
clair Gol' Club.
Miss Bausher was attended b>
her sister Miss June Bausher maid
of honor and1 Mrs. Henry Gilbert
Riter. 4th. of Warren. Ohio (Sally
Jennison of Montclair), matron of
honor. Attendants were the Misses
Helen Hodgdon. Shiley Noyes.
Barbara Latham and Mrs. George
Frost (Dorothy Hanau), all of
Montclair. Charles E. Littlefield,
3d. of Philadelphia was be t man
for his brother and the ushers in
cluded Messrs. Angus A. McDon
nell, New York, Charles L. Miller.
Jr., West Hartford, Conn., Bogart
F. Thompson, Woodbury, N. J.,
Robert S. Reigeluth, Columbus.
Ohio, Abbott Widdecombe. Chica
go, and Lieut, (j. g.) Richard K.
Hawes, Jr., Port Schuyler, N. Y.
The bride is a graduate of the
Kimberley School, and Pine Manor
Junior College. She is a member of
the Montclair Junior League. Mr.
Littlefield was graduated from An
dover and Yale, where he was a
member of Zeta Psi and Berzelius,
and is a student at Harvard Law
School. They will live at 20 Pres
cott street, Cambridge.—New York
Herald Tribune.
Among the guests at the wed
ding: Mr. and1 Mrs. Harold Horton,
Harrison. Me.; Richard A. Rhodes,
Portland; Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Rhodes, 2d, Hartford, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Littlefield went to
Florida on their wedding tour.

Hardy

Miss

Specimens

FROM OUR SPRING
COAT SHOW, $9.50
Others $5.95 and up
Spring coats for the younger set, for Sun
day Best and Easter promenading! Every
seam is firmly stitched to stand up under
the tough wear your young ’un will give
’em and each coat is detailed with a smart

sense of style.
Trim double breasted reefer with deeply
notched lapels, and flap pockets. In red,
blue and green. 6-14.
English tweed raglan with slash pockets in
the best masculine tradition. Peaked cap
to match. 4-8.
Cape coat with a double row of buttons to
the waist, and a full, full skirt. In navy,
pink, green. 3-6,
Nautical coat with sleeve insignia and back
belt. Beret hat with anchor pin matches
coat. In navy, red. 6-14.

Thelma

Miller

of

UNITED

Port

DEFENSE

Clyde visited Sunday with her
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Wins
low Watt.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Schellens
and daughter Sally cf Clifton,
Mass, were at their cottage Thurs
day. accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
George Schellens _
Misses Rosa Teele, \Edith Harris
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley at
tended the funeral services Sun
day for John Teele in Port Clyde.
The Ladies Circle will meet
Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Edith Maxwell in Martinsville.
Mrs. Walter Barter was recent
guest of her sister, Mrs. Verona
Miller in Port Clyde.
Foundation Garments
designed; supports for
Delivery guaranteed.
McIntosh, 235 Broad2-M.—adv.
37*40

BUY

SONDS

STAMPS
Capes—Navy

an

.Bed, with brass buttons
100 percent Wool

WAR NEEDS MONEY!

Sizes 2 to 6 years

It will coat money to defeat our enemy a££reaaora.
Your government calla on you to help now.
Buy Defenae Bonda or. Stamps today.
Make every
pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay-roll Sav

ings Plan.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second fleor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows (Block. City, for Furs. Fur
Coats and Cloth Coat*, at moderate
prices,
R-tf

Blue

These who have been complain
ing that today’s young peple lack
patriotism will find no support for
their charges in the announce
ment by tbe Girl Sccut Council
that Brooklyn girls fr;m 14 to 18
years old are clamoring for emer
gency training. The announce
ment declares that 1C00 girls are
ready, but a shortage of leaders is
holding up the training.

Bonda coat $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10i, 251 and up.
The help of every individual ia needed.

Dd your part by buying your share every pay day.

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP
9 Limerock St.

Rockland

In the days before man needed
timber, termites served a useful
purpese cn earth by breaking down
dead wood tissues and restoring
them to the soil.
Of course, if the situation really
gets that bad. we can have sleeves
sewed on that cld vest we never
wear—and from the advance de
scriptions of wartime economy
clothing, we should bc right in
style.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonderal
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HOW IT FARES IN HONOLULU
Miss Mary Hall Tells The Courier-Gazette Of
Changes Wrought By the War

A New “Maine” Book
_____ +

“Land of Remembered Vaca
tions” Again With Us
and Most Attractive
The latest Issue of “Maine, The
Land of Remembered Vacations”
is ready for general distribution,
the Maine Development Com
mission here at the State House
announced today. Said to be the
most attractive of a long line of
similarly titled booklets, it follows
the modern trend for pictures—
and still more pictures.
Printed in soft tones of brown,
on semi-rough stock, it is worthy
of a place on any library table as
av pictorial reference book of
Maine's scenic charms. It “covers”
Maine from one end to the other
showing the state's diverse scenic
attractions and the many outdoor
recreational activities that have
made Maine one of the nation’s
leading vacation states.
Those who have never been to
Maine and who had the notion that
the coast is an altogether “stern and
rockbound' one will be struck with
the pictures of the beautiful sandy
beaches that stretch in an almost
unbroken line from Kittery nearly
to Portland. The rugged headlands
farther north and the picturesque
little coastal towns complete the
coverage of the coast.
Inlaiiu Maine is represented by
the beautiful lake and mountain
regions, the magnificent farm areas
and typical Uttle inland villages.
The booklet is- distributed free to
those interested in learning more
about Maine's vacation attractions.

Whenever Rockland folks read ' rion works in the garden. Her naso' bombing reports in the Hawaiian turtiums. planted five days ago are
Ls'ands their thoughts turn to the up and she was as pleased with a
several dear friends who left this bag of fertilizer from her friend,
city to make their heme in Hono Ingvard Kjargaard as she would
lulu. One of the latter Miss Mary have, been with a bunch of roses.
Our yard has many big trees
Hall, writes the following inter
esting letter for The Courier-Ga The orange-red royal poinciana
zette. which receives It through and the lavender jackaranda are
the kindness of Miss Charlotte bursting Into bloom. As we can’t
go riding, because of the lack of
Buflitm.
• • • •
gasoline, we go tramping over the
mountains. Lovely views all along
Honolulu Friday, March 13
We were so pleased to get your the way of the harbor. Diamond
dandy letter of Feb. 1st. Yes. we Head, the city at our feet, and
still get The Courier-Gazette— nearby views of little homes and
seven or eight at a time, sometimes. gardens. We have fun cooking
Lots doing in the way of air raids simple things like pea soup, John
end bombs In these Islands the past ny bread, red-flannel hash and cod
week. A week ago Sunday, in the fish balls. We have plenty of food
morning the siren blew over and but everything is very high and we
over and on the radio we heard. can't get butter, grapefruit, or
•’Take cover, be calm, do not use anges ano crackers just now'. Hope
your telephone.” So we spent part to have some soon.
It was almost inconceivable that
of the morning in our bomb shel
ter which is a fine one. It is deep in a few brief hours there could be
down in the ground and covered such a change In our mode of
We now have martial law.
with heavy planks and bags of life.
rationing
of gasoline, no theatre at
sand I have put a big lauhala
night,
no
parking on certain
rug. blankets. cushions. camp
chairs and a traveling bag full of streets, mail censored, prices of
canned goods In there.
food regulated and black-outs every
Ever since Dec. .14 we have night,
been having lovely calm, sunny I The Judge has a good time with
days until March blew in like a the people who disobey. Speeders
lion.
I think March isthe worst I donate a pint of blood to the hosmonth of the year in any land. The 1 pital. black-out offenders have to
wind
blows hard. It’s cold and buy defense bonds and gamblers ation accomplished little in comrainy. Martha and I didn't mind turn over their winnings to the parisen to results achieved as mem
the weather at Black Point as we Red Cross.
bers began to work. Now all over
We may be uncom "ortable a bit state previously inactive members are
have glass in all of our windows
•and have a big fireplace so we were and have lots of excitement but ’.ve being swept into tliis rising tide of
always comfortable; but here in are all in good spirits and carrying League activity and reports are com
our mountain home there is no on the best we can.
ing in of new members asking to
I haven’t written any war news be admitted in order to share in the
glass; just screens on one whole
side of the living room and in our in this that hasn't been in the service.
bed-room there are screens and no papers. You asked for something
Under the impetus of the wartime
for The Courier-Gazette, so here it plan, whatever Leagues have been
glass on two whole sides.
All during March It has been is. So many people wrote us about accustomed to do, they are doing
about CO deg. in there. Now 60 deg. reading Martha's letter and asked with in much greater vigor that they
1, all right in Rockland out of for more so we don't mind if you hardly seem the same organization.
doors but not indoors. However, give them news, now' and then..
Net planned for directly, but a wel
Love to you all from the Hails come by-product, is the fact that
Mrs. Norton has glass in her bed
Mary
room. When we moved up on the and Nortons.
the League is growing in strength,
mountain in February it was warm
ability, and influence by doing now
and sunny and March will soon, be
what it is so obviously fitted to do.
over.
—Marie Stuart Edwards,
The joke is on us, however. We
Indiana Wartime Service Director.
left our Black Point home for rea
Rockland League of
Women Voters
sons I can't write about, and how
SOUTH WALDOBORO
wc hated to leave our comfortable
Mrs
Edward A. Reed was a recent
An Obvious Service
heme, the grand view and1 the
visitor
at the home of her father.
swimming pool; but we thought it
Voicing his approval of the
Matt Mats: n of Warren.
would be so much safer on Mt. League's wartime service, one of
Mrs. Mary Conway of Boston spent
Tantalus.
• *
,
those co-operating husbands recently
Well Tuesday of this past week said; “This Is the most important the past week at Mrs. Katie Fred
the Japs dropped four bombs on thing jyou wx>men ever under rick's.
Union Aid will meet April 9 with
the side of the mountain right near took. In the other world war you
us. The explosions were terrific got the vote. It’s much more im Mrs. Minnie Vannah. The Red
end coming as they did at 2 a. m. portant to condition the public Cross meeting will be April 2 at Mrs.
it was a great shock. Mrs. Norton generally and women particularly Dorothy Winchenbacli's.
Mrs. Alfred Standish Who has been
was Yery calm. Because of the to preserve the things for which
ill with pneumcnia, is able to sit
black-out of course we couldn’t you wanted 4iie vote.”
turn on any lights and it was hard
The League’s wartime service, up fcr brief periods daily.
Mrs. Clara Winchenbach who has
in the dark finding warm clothes as it develops, is like a great re
as it was cold windy and rainy. No birth of that enthusiasm for the been confined to the house with
one was killed, however, as the Japs things women can do in a national grippe, is much improved.
Miss Myrtle Fisk cf Damariscotta
dropped the bombs in the woods emergency which we knew in the
has been in this section, and on
by mistake. Out at Black Point first world war.
return she took four beys who we.e
the people didn’t even hear the
Everywhere in Indiana there is
bombs. Then Saturday we had an wholehearted acceptance of the boarded by the State at the Standish
other air raid alarm. The radio place of the League in the war ef home.
was silent and we stayed in the fort and insistence upon getting to
bomb shelter over an hour.
w-ork immediately and energetically.
BUY
Things are very tense around Perception of the value of the
UNITED STATES
here Just now. but Lieut. Gen. Emu qulckened and personal
DEFENSE
mons says that the Japs won’t gratification ts expressed in having
get Hawaii. He says that the civil a wartime job to do through the
BONDS
AND
ian morale is high here; higher League.
STAMPS
even than in London and discipline
The idea seemed vague until it
M||F
is much better. It's true that we
,
'
..
...__ got into operation. Verbal explanhave enemy air raids, submarine
shelling, hostile bombers black
outs and wild police calls in these
cnee "Paradise Islands.”
Even
ENJOYABLE ASSIGNMENT
the cocoanut palms are alert, no
longer do their fronds wave lazily
; nd the surfs crackle as it hits the
.-■aid. It doesn’t murmur as it did.
The people of Hawaii have put be
hind them for the duration, their
air of care free happiness. There
Is work to do and more work to- j
morrow for ahead lies victory,
world freedom and once again the
joy of living.
I
Because of the black-outs every

Follow The Trend

“MOTHER SHIPTON”
Here Is Her Remarkable Prophecy Made
Nearly Five Centuries Ago
The following remarkable prophecy was written by “Mother”
Shipton, who was born in Norfolk. England, and died in Clifton,
Yorkshire, in 1449, which was 493 years ago. It was sent to Hie
Courier-Gazette by Rev. W. J. Day. a former Rockland pastor, who
obtained it from a ministerial friend.
t » * k

A REMARKABLE PROPHECY
A ea?riage without horses shall go.
Disaster fill the world with woe;
In Londcn Primrosee Hill shall be,
Iks center hold a Bishop’s See.
Around the w-orld men's thoughts shall fly.
Quick as the twinkling of an eye.
And waters shall great wonders do,
How strange and yet it shall come true.
Then upside down the world shall be
And gold be found at the root of a tree;
Through towering hills proud men shall ride,
No horse or ass more by his side.

Beneath the waters men shall walk,
Shall ride, shall sleep and even talk;
And in the air men shall be seen,
In white, in black, as well as green.
A great man then shall come and go
For Prophecy decares it so.
In water iron then shall float
As easy as a wooden boat.
Gold shall be found in stream and stone
In land that is as yet unknown.
Water and file shall wonders do
And England shall admit a Jew.
The Jew that once was held in scorn
Shall of a Christian then be born.
A house of glass shall come to pass
In England—but alas, alas;
A war will follow with the work
Where dwells the Pagan and the Turk.
The States will lock in fiercest trife,
And seek to take each other’s life;
The North shall thus divide the South,
The eagle build in the lion’s mouth.
Then tax, and blood, and cruel war
Shall come to every humble door.

Three times shall sunny lovely France
Be led to play a bloody dance;
Before the people shall be free
Three tyrant rulers she shall see;
•
Three rulers in success on be
Each sprung from different dynasty.
Then, when the fiercest fight is done
England and France shall be as one.
The British olive next shall twine
In marriage with the German Vine.
Men shall walk beneath and over streams
Fulfilled shall be cur strangest dreams.
All England’s sons shall plough the Land
Shall oft be seen with book in hand.
The poor shall now most wisdom know,
And water wind where corn doth grow.
Great houses stand in far flung vale,
All covered o'er wit',) snow and hail.
•
And now a word in uncouth rhyme,
3f what shall be in future time.
For in those wondrous far off days
Tire women shall accept a craze
To dress like men, and trousers wear.
And cut off all their locks of hair.

They’ll ride astride with brazen bow,
As witches do on broomsticks now.
Then lcve shall d e and marriage cease
And nations wane as babes decrease;
And w-ives shall fondle cats and dogs,
And men live much the same as hogs.

to enjoy simple things.

or a supplementary character.
“We all' recognize music as a
stimulating, strengthening m..!
force I,et us, and ail who i,, |
EALM OF we do. use It a.\ such- in om
inunity, our Quite, cur Nation :,,ul
in all other American Republic
and Canada. We are now united .:i
a joint defense effort, and we mu?t
take that defense sure and powerf-.;
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
But defense needs cannot pcrin .
nently hold us tegether. We mu<
unite in Joint action to promote the
Knowing that Miss Ruth Rogers, verge of discoveries which were fruits of peace for us all. Par;;,.;,
of the Rockland Public Library is' abcut to usher in a new era of our pation in a synchronized M ;
endeavoring to establish
establish aa music ' musical life. In March, 1876, was Week and the co-cperalive ;».•
completed the first telephone con by which it is promoted m ■
department
featuring
classical
versation. EdLson was fired by the
records fcr lending, the importance idea that if the human voice could community. State and Nation A
foster the spirit of co-opei.,{1()n
and value of such an undertaking be reproduced by the vibration of a
among the peoples of all peai <■ ;,,v.
is stressed more and more as one mechanical membrane, electrically ing nations. And the spin
reads what is being accomplished ; controlled, there must be some way grow and become increasingly n mp
in other towns and cities in this of reproducing them again at will, fest in peace as well as war.”
line. Quincy, Mass., in its Thomas J He began work at once in his lebWell, the Metropolitan Opera e;,.
Crane Public Library has a record oratory, and in 1877 patented the son in Boston is cne (Mhrcli 19 n
shelf, containing several hundred first Edison phonograph. The pho- March 29, inclusive). Win n m,.
albums and hundreds of single nograph has done for listeners what public ticket sale opened on tin 9tl;
records, arranged in slots on one the printing press did for readers, neither the weather nor gi oar;
wall, just as , you find them in a I It has enriched our culture, revoluwartime headlines deterred < pera
music store. Opportunity Is also' tionized our methods of music edu- patrons, as there was a lengthy
made to try records over before cation, and enormously expanded lnog before the scheduled opt •tunleaving the library, as four sound- ! the possible service of the music hour. Students and busine peoproof b:oths with phonographs are: library.”
pie with dripping umbrella
n,i
available.
j The call for the annual Music rainocats, and a few even lorea: 1.
One complete album may' be Week. May 3-10, has been issued, with camp stools, were shuttla^
taken out, (seme of these contain ■ Last year Music Week broadened along the third floor corridor if
as many as nine records), or four into an Inter-American observance. the Opera Association headqum: .
single records may be taken. When and it will broaden again, to meet in the Thorndike Building at h.
the selection is made, a girl atten- present conditions and larger needs. o’clock, a good hour before flip
dant looks over each record witli a ' We are inviting our Alies anl the ticket office opened. There \va in
thoroughness “of
a
Sherlock peoples of the United Nations to enormous mail order sale, indie.u ing
Holmes”, malees a memorandum Join with us, to the extent they feel that the opera season in Boston
of the present condition of each inclined, and we shall look to the year has been stimulated ii’b, '
disc, and then hands the parcel growth of that participation an than, lessened bv wartime 1 ■:
over. If records become scratched, other year, so C. M. Tremaine, Sec t ons. True, there has been
borrowers are fined 25c per scratch; retary of National and Inter-Ameri dropping off in orders from n
if the record becomes broken, it can Music Week Committee, tells ns I State places. New Hampshire fi:
has to be paid for. This particular in his 1942 letter
• instance, frem which pation 1 ve
Music Week has been observed
library in its record department
i previously driven to Boston
has music of all types—classical, annually since 1924 on a synchron eraktimes to attend the opera n
popular, swing, but their report Is ized national basis during the week 1 this has been more than off '
that the borrowers of 'symphony beginning with'the first Sunday in | the increase in local orders.
records greatly outnumber those May. Last year it was celebrated I Samuel Serin, pianist,
an
in over 3000 cities and towns in nounced as the guest artist foi :)ie
asking for swing music.
Musical America in an issue in continental United States alone. Victory Breakfast to be held 1.1
1939 had an article entitled “The Definite and lasting benefits have connection with the annual i ,aMlusic Library as an Educational resulted from the Music Week Com venticn of the Maine Federal i n
Centre’.’ by Arthur Prichard Moor. mittee’s practice of focusing public Music Clubs in Bangor May 7 am!
This, too, contains food for thought. thought each year on some specific 8. The breakfast will be F: dr
Quoting at random from the article. aspect of music, as an art and as a 1 May 8. Mr. Sorin was the Nation.,
Mr. Moor said: “Few musicians social force. This has been done Federation cf Music Clubs Y
and music-lovers are fully aware through a keynote, or central idea, Artist winner at the Baltimore bi
of the variety of services now of which is emphasized locally and ennial convention in 1939, and i<
fered them through the music libra nationally that particular year, and rapidly taking his place in the front
ries of the United States. Libra toward which effort is directed. In rank of young pianists.
rians are a modest lot. They do addition, there has been the perma
not beat a tom-tom when they nent objective of promoting Ameri
ST. GEORGE
discover a new way of being useful, can music.
Mrs. Lucy Robinson retut ne,! li nr
The disturbing developments in
nor sound a trumpet when they
undertake a new responsibility. world conditions, and our actual Monday after spending the Waiter
But gradually they have trans entrance into the war, all loudly at Portland Head.
Mrs. Clyson Prior called Wednesformed the music library from a this year for utilizing Music Week
and
its
far-flung
volunteer
organi

day
on Mrs. Lewis Wincapav.
storehouse of books and notes into
zation
to
serve
a
national
and
in

Tii
e Jacob; cn and family moved
an active educational center, with
research and publication, lectures, ternational purpose. Nothing could Sunday tc Bath. Mr. Jacob <11 is
Iconcerts, broadcasting, university be more appropriate than to foster employed in Brunswick.
extension courses, personal counsel through Music Week American Wilford Rsblnson has employment
ing, and general information serv unity and the co-operative spirit, in in Brunswick.
Mrs. Henry Ewell and Mrs. Ardie
ices. To the resources of books they this country', throughout the West
have added those of disc and film. ern Hemisphere, and among our Thomas called recently on Mrs.
To the reading rooms they have Allies. To develop this spirit, and Fred Robinson whe has been ill.
added audition rooms, with gramo to help defense needs, two keynotes
phones and pianos . . . The present are recommended to participants in
MAKE
work of the music library is largely the 1942 observance — “American
Unity
Through
Music
”
and
“
Music
an cutgrowth cf the dreams of three
EVERY
young men—Melvil Dewey, Theo Maintains Morale.”
PAY DAY
Mr. Tremaine says; “Let us use
dore Presser and Thomas A. Edison.”
These three men were all young, Music Week, including the prepara
all in their twenties, in 1876 as the troy period, as an occasion on which
nation entered upon its second cen to emphasize the harmonizing quali
tury, and while each started inde ties of music and the atmosphere It
pendent enterprises, unknown to creates of sympathetic understand
each other, they have since merged ing, comradeship, accord and com
at several points and together have mon interests. We believe that the
made possible the new music library. two selected keynotes will strike a
Naturally the work Edison has con responsive chord in every music
tributed to this phase interests us lover, every volunteer worker in the
more, in our interest that Miss Rog field cf music, and every organiza
ers meets with success in estab tion affiliated with Music Week,
lishing a record shelf in the Rock whether its interest be of a primary
land Library. Mr. Moor says of
Edison in this connection:
“Young Edison, age 20, was on the
IN MIAMI

Music

BOND DAY

In nineteen hundred twenty-six,
Build houses light of straw and bricks;
For then shall mighty wars be planned
And fire and sword shall weep the land.
And those who live the century through
In fear and tremebling this will do.

•oepfed

Make Your Home At

mo

El Comodoro Hotel offers
•H the facilities, all the restful
charm and perfect comfort
to suit the most exacting
taste. Located in the heart »»
of downtown Miami—"just a
whisper” from alt activities.
Thera are 250 artisticaly furnishad rooms with tub ond
shower from $2.50 single and
$4 00 double. Steam heat.
The modern air cooled Coffee
Shop is famous for fine food
—ot moderate prices. The
eoektoil Lounge it deservedly
popular.

vl

K

A U. S. ARMY
^r^ftnNC CADET

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

RUn your Miami Vacation
nowl For information or
rosorvations. address
•faaoph H. Adorns,
Mgr, or your
♦revel agent.

ROCKLAND, ME.
service te:
vinalhaven, North Haven, StooI ng ton, Isle'aa Haut, Svana*
Island and Frenchboru
Effective Sept 16, 1M1
Eastern Standard Time

MEMBER

FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
<ubjeet te change without notiee

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Baud Up
\.M.
P5I.
540 Lv. Swan’s Island. Ar. 440
64© Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
740 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 340
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
0.45 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. LM

lU-tt

~

W

lb the Canadian Rockies, it made a

CodUiu

pbere, who has made pictures of
more celebrities in Canada than
any other man In the Dominion.
Robinson will be co-conductor of
the Dmitri Popular Photography
camera expeditions to Jasper, the

perfect subject for Bill Robtoaon continent's largest national park,
{left), dew of
pbotofr*

Promptly at 8.55.

whistle, the sirens
trucks and the wh
Black and Gay factor
plant, as well as tin

To Seize Pi
Rockland Takes
tain E. T. Hast
ings At Ash
Final steps were t
in the condemnatioi
of the city cf Roc
certain land needed
for the Rockland Al
Point and owned by
Mayor Veazie am
Edwin R Keene, ar
six of the board of 1
veyed the site and tn
were necessary to ;
in the name of the
Engineers who an
the runway extensioi
some weeks ago in
Gazette as having be
and a sum of $112,00C
now state that the t
of E. T. Haskell mm
to make way for the
the northeast-south
The buildings do n(
where the runway
be built, but do cor
safety area and ci
with the glide of
coming in for a la
runway from the n<j

Buy Defense Bone

FRUIT BA
Choice Fruit, cart
tastefully arrange
delivere

NAUM & A
220 MAIN ST,
TEL.

a

IN

J H I

A H

H I ' !I N

dr'"rn'
••Oy.
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signed for pleasant living.

OFFICI
FIGHT
FILM

Those beautiful apartments are de
Each

consists of a spacious living room,
bedroom, kitchonotto, ond tub and
shower bath, comfortably and art

istically furnished to accomodate
four people. Located in the ex
clusive Southwest section, within
five minutes from the cantor of
downtown. Maid sorvieo, electric
refrigeration, and all facilities for
cooking ore included.
Private
grounds for sun-bathing. Under
the tamo management as the

131 a a First street

ROYALTON HOTEL in downtown

MIAMI, FLORIDA

Your inspection Is most

cordially invited
Ratas-By-Wook-Month-Soason. For
further particulars write Manager
Royalton Hotel, Miami, Florida.

★ * ★

AVRNOB

El COMODORO

.

$4

M«noger

Miami.
"••UbSfeWCkMk*

HEN Myrna Loy, star or the
silver screen, persuaded
"Ivan,” her pet Jasper fawn, to pose
for a picture at Jasper Park Lodge

Rodney E. Jordan
dlnator. and Rev. 1
chief air raid warde
given credit for the
which the blackout
in Thomaston Tuesd'
By 8.40, when the
for all workers was
police units and Stay
in position to close a
Ing Into the town at
the raid alarm. Ward
trol center workers
their stations and we
waiting for the alarv

SP*-

a-M. BAER

(IL

.......

When

Centr«lly

R°.U*,obby.

Enjoy tko splendor of blue
skius ond summer «•«—in
your own Amoricen tropic*.

~

Thomaston Fo

P11 outside ro miere^b*fh' newly ?rTU with
a?d r*decoroJyn ched

^onthk
fT,
°nfA/y

=

Established Jan

#o«Wpo;nfsd rC.CGssi^

from

r

AND

FRIDAY

AWAITS YOU

Flee to the mountains and the dens,
To bog and forest and w Id fens—
For storms will rage and oceans roar.
When Gabriel stands on sea and shore;
Aid as he blows his wondrous horn
Old worlds shall die as new be born.

Ma-

ISSUED

TUESDAY

A ROYALS

night and the many restrictions,
li e is like the early pioneer daya,
“early to bed and early to rise.” We

try

Tuesday-Friday
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